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Dear Mr. Hardin,
 
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to introduce you and the Charles Koch Foundation to the work of the Florida State University Project on
 Accountable Justice (PAJ).  We are pleased to send you this note and attached information at the request of Dean David Rasmussen and Jesse
 Colvin following your visit with them in October. 
 
PAJ is a public policy and public education institution dedicated to advancing public safety through research and evidence.  We are a partnership of
 Florida State University, Baylor University, St. Petersburg College, and Tallahassee Community College.  Our mission is focused primarily on
 improving the health and vitality in our home state of Florida through criminal and juvenile justice reforms, but we also believe work in Florida is
 rare in its capacity for replication. Because of our size and conservative base, the opportunities to transport research and data-driven policies from
 Florida are strong. Lessons learned from Florida are portable peer-to-peer to other Southern states, to other mega-states, and even to other
 countries.
 
Our work in Florida has been deeply impacted by the room built around the conservative case for modernizing our criminal justice systems, notably
 through the work of Right on Crime across the country—tremendous partners of ours—and early support from the business community in Florida. 
 Criminal justice system performance and accountability were concepts rarely pondered until the business community began to take notice in 2009,
 particularly recognizing that with no attention and public scrutiny, growth would remain unchecked and unchallenged. More than anything, recent
 discussions of advancing public safety in Florida grew from the business community’s observation that criminal justice in Florida, particularly in
 corrections, remains the last area of government unaccountability.  The Project on Accountable Justice was formed specifically to address this
 utterly changeable lapse in government performance and accountability.
 
The states do indeed serve as the laboratories of democracy, and among them, Florida is comparable in ways that many states are not.  We are a
 southern state, a conservative state, and a growing state.  And, as we all know, that means that each state has its own challenges and
 characteristics, and certainly Florida has its share.  A state such as Florida demands particular attention simply based on size, demographics, and
 the political implications.  Certainly more acutely related to our initial shared interest is an understanding of the potential and real impact the
 sunshine state’s role in the context of a national trajectory of policies and practices in criminal justice: Florida’s prison population numbers are hard
 to ignore, representing 8 percent of the nation’s total state prison population, and 7.4 percent of the U.S. total prison and jail population. 
 
While advances have been made in Florida—notable examples include ongoing successful systemic reform efforts in juvenile justice; recent
 legislation that mandates, as possible, state-issued identification for re-entry purposes;  leveraging better technology through electronic
 monitoring; and expansion of more volunteer-led efforts behind the prison walls like faith-and character-based prisons (with mandated peer-led
 literacy and substance abuse support programs like AA)—the system largely remains unchecked and unchanged.  This is reflected in a perpetual
 investment strategy that is in fact no strategy, that merely places the majority of funding (forever more) into prison beds.  We contend this will
 occur until a framework of performance and accountability is embedded systemically.
 
Furthermore, the Florida Department of Corrections is an agency in crisis and has engaged daily for the past months in triage to respond to
 instances of failure to carry out the Department of Corrections’ constitutional and statutory obligation to safely and effectively house inmates,
 currently numbered more than 100,000.   This has been an area of acute attention for PAJ, having just released a report providing five
 recommendations to increase transparency, oversight, and effectiveness of the department.  Common threads throughout our recommendations
 include ensuring performance incentives and measurement and accountability for all system actors and the system itself. 
 
Failure in corrections means less safety, more victims, more costs, and fewer reformed offenders.  The question facing Florida now is whether we
 will collectively rise up to meet the challenges that have been festering for many years.  Will Florida clean up this last area of performance
 unaccountability in government? This report is also attached for your consideration, and I have included some recent media coverage below.  I
 have also attached one other article we published on the need for incentivizing performance throughout the criminal justice system toward better
 outcomes. 
 
We are grateful at the Project on Accountable to have some of Florida’s most distinguished leaders guiding our efforts, some of whom have been deeply
 involved in the practices and policies of criminal justice for many years, and all of whom are invested in turning from a trajectory of poor outcomes and
 growing expense to slowing prison growth, reducing victimization and crime, and turning countless lives around. I have, among several items
 
I am honored to share a little bit of our work with you now, attached to this email.  My Board Chairman, Allison DeFoor, and I will be traveling to DC next
 week, December 4-5, where we will be making a presentation of one of our research projects to ALEC’s Justice Performance Task Force entitled, “Beyond
 risk: offender rehabilitation and successful systemic outcomes through dynamic assessment.” 
 
Would you be available to meet with us while we are in town?  Our meeting is from 2:30-5:30 on December 5.  Both Allison and I will arrive by
 noon on December 4, should you have some availability either the afternoon of the 4th, or the morning of the 5th. 
 
Many thanks for your interest. We look forward to hearing from you. 
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Pay	for	performance	—	or	outcomes	
based	funding	—	is	not	a	novel	


idea.	In	the	business	world	it	is	how	
business	is	done.	By	leveraging	a	
very	basic	human	motivation,	pay	
for	performance	drives	improvement	
by	incentivizing	and	rewarding	the	
successful	attainment	of	established	
goals.	A	common	practice	in	the	
private	sector,	pay	for	performance	is	
also	routinely	employed	in	the	public	
sector,	notably	in	health	care	and	
education.	But	in	the	world	of	crimi-
nal	justice	it	is	not	(yet)	routinely	
employed.


However,	a	promising	practice	is	
now	emerging,	a	model	called	Perfor-
mance	Incentive	Funding	(PIF).	It	is	
a	mechanism	whereby	states	reward	
communities	for	their	direct	role	in	


link juvenile justice funding 
to performance


by deborrah brodsky


reducing	crime	through	a	share	of	
the	savings	found	in	meeting	agreed-
upon	performance	targets	of	reduced	
incarceration	and	recidivism.	PIF	is	
rapidly	expanding	across	the	nation	
in	the	justice	arena	as	a	cost-effective	
and	measurable	mechanism	of	strate-
gic	resource	realignment.1	By	linking	
funding	to	performance,	Florida	
could	continue	to	create	a	positive	
incentive	for	local	involvement	in	
practices	and	policies	that	protect	
communities	and	victims,	save	public	
dollars,	and	turn	lives	around.	


Alternatives	to	traditional	lock-up	
have	a	proven	place	in	our	crimi-
nal	and	juvenile	justice	systems.	In	
combination	with	commensurate	
sanctions,	and	with	the	proper	
accountability	mechanisms	and	
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interventions	in	place,	diverting	and	
supervising	youth	and	nonviolent	
defendants	and	offenders	directly	
in	the	community,	rather	than	send-
ing	them	to	detention	and	prisons,	is	
working	across	our	nation	to	reduce	
reoffending	and	crime.	However,	in	
order	to	be	effective	in	doing	so,	we	
must	ensure	communities	are	fully	
equipped	with	robust	public	safety	
toolkits,	complete	with	
the	interventions	neces-
sary	to	stem	victimization	
and	crime.	But	how	can	
Florida	actively	encourage	
this	important	shift?	


These	shifts	are	driven	
by	policy	decisions,	but	
also	require	critical	shifts	
in	practice,	from	centrally	
controlled	and	funded	
state-level	functions	down	
to	local	(county,	multi-
county,	judicial	circuit,	
or	regional)	jurisdictions.	Although	
proven	effective,	the	movement	from	
what	has	been	historically	handled	at	
the	state	level	to	what	is	most	cost-
effectively	and	practically	handled	
at	the	local	level	can	be	a	tough	sell	
to	local	communities	with	no	fiscal	
incentive	attached	—	the	equivalent	of	
an	unfunded	mandate.	These	impor-
tant	shifts	could	be	encouraged	with	
a	new	fiscal	mechanism	in	place	that	
addressed	some	inherent	obstacles	
to	innovation	at	the	local	level,	some	
structural	and	some	political.	


Pif addresses flaws  
that stifle local innovation


Under	Florida’s	current	model	for	
funding	and	providing	services,	there	


are	pervasive	financial	disincentives	
that	discourage	any	shift	to	alterna-
tives	to	incarceration,	and	there	are	
virtually	no	financial	incentives	that	
might	encourage	public	officials	
to	explore	options	that	would	save	
money	and	lives	in	the	long	run.	
Consider:	


Take the Long-Term View:	The	
criminal	justice	system	is	currently	


structured	to	send	local	
public	safety	problems	
away	by	using	isolation	
and	confinement	as	the	
main	means	of	safe-
guarding	the	public.	For	
adults,	this	means	those	
sentenced	to	terms	of	
more	than	year	and	a	day	
are	sent	to	state	prisons,	
while	delinquent	youth	
are	referred	to	juvenile	
residential	facilities,	
oftentimes	many	miles	


from	their	family,	work,	schools,	and	
other	community	connections.	While	
the	physical	removal	of	troubled	
children	and	adult	offenders	from	
the	community	seemingly	addresses	
the	acute	and	primary	objective	of	
immediate	community	safety,	the	
longer-term	effects	of	unnecessary	
detention	and	incarceration	can	in	
fact	hinder	public	safety.	The	reality	
is	that	nearly	all	delinquent	youth	
and	adult	prisoners	will	be	released	
and	that	many	will	return	home	and	
will	be	expected	to	reintegrate	into	
society.	It	is	imperative	that	decisions	
to	lock	up	individuals	take	the	longer	
view	and	take	into	consideration	what	
actually	works.	


Curb the Fiscal Disincentive:	As	


W
“…the longer-term 


effects of 
unnecessary 


detention and 
incarceration 


can in fact hinder 
public safety.”


W
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has	been	the	practice	nationally	in	
both	the	adult	and	juvenile	justice	
systems,	sentencing	occurs	at	the	
local	level	but	confinement	largely	
occurs	at	the	state	level.	So	the	
burden	of	funding	each	phase	in	the	
process	is	not	typically	shared,	but	
instead	is	tied	to	the	corresponding	
operational	role	of	each	jurisdiction.	
This	structure	is	counter-productive	
and	discourages	local	community	
solutions.	


In	Florida	the	responsibility	for	the	
initial	detention	of	adults	is	entirely	
that	of	the	county,	but	offenders	with	
sentences	of	more	than	a	year	(366+	
days)	are	sent	to	a	state	prison.	In	
practice,	some	counties	rely	upon	
this	mechanism	to	shift	the	burden	
of	cost	to	the	state.	Several	years	ago,	
attention	was	drawn	to	an	increas-
ing	use	of	these	“year	and	a	day”	
sentences,	barely	meeting	the	thresh-
old	to	shift	from	county	detention	to	
state	incarceration.	Because	of	the	
attention	to	this	practice,	“year	and	
a	day”	sentences	actually	continue	
to	decline,	but	some	counties	have	
shown	an	increase	in	“year	and	a	
month”	sentencing,	indicating	that	
sentencing	patterns	for	adults	contin-
ue	to	be	driven	in	part	by	the	fiscal	
architecture	in	place.2	


For	youth,	detention	is	a	complex,	
shared	responsibility	of	both	the	
local	counties	and	the	state.	This	
structure	has	endured	a	several	
years-long	funding	battle.	Juvenile	
incarceration,	through	referral	to	the	
juvenile	justice	residential	system,	
is	entirely	the	state’s	responsibility	
and	therefore	presents	an	altogether	
too	easy	method	by	which	the	


responsibility	is	shifted	to	the	state.	
Unfortunately,	what	has	largely	been	
a	battle	of	resources	is	not	what	is	in	
the	best	interests	of	public	safety	and	
outcomes	for	the	youth	involved.	


“Throughout	the	U.S.,	it	is	
largely	county	courts	that	
sentence	juveniles,	while	state	
governments	generally	pay	
most	of	the	costs	of	incarcera-
tion.	Until	recently,	most	states	
did	not	cover	the	cost	of	com-
munity-based	programs.	Thus	
the	county	courts	have	had	a	
strong	monetary	incentive	to	
send	youths	to	detention	and	
correction	centers	rather	than	
probation,	treatment,	and	reha-
bilitation	programs.”	The Fourth 
Wave: Juvenile Justice Reforms for 
the Twenty-First Century3	


With	little	perceived	benefit	and	
only	additional	cost,	it	is	not	a	hard	
conclusion	for	a	local	county	to	reach	
in	the	short	term	to	pass	along	the	
offender	and	the	bill	to	the	state.	
Even	more,	taking	on	the	challenge	of	
handling	delinquent	youth	and	adult	
offenders	locally	can	be	a	particularly	
tough	sell	for	cash-strapped	counties,	
even	though	it	has	been	proven	that	
this	solution	is	better	for	public	safety	
in	the	long	run.


shift the Perceived  
Political disincentive


There	is	also	another	—	less	
pragmatic	though	certainly	still	
powerful	—	factor	to	consider,	and	that	
is	the	political	disincentive	for	locally	
elected	or	appointed	justice	leaders—
including	judges,	state	attorneys,	and	
sheriffs—to	take	on	the	risk	of	local	
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alternatives	to	traditional	incarcera-
tion	and	detention	measures.	


For	those	leaders	who	have	been	
elected	on	platforms	of	“tough	on	
crime,”	they	have	bet	their	politi-
cal	career	on	supporting	retributive	
policies	that	heavily	rely	on	isolating	
and	removing	the	problems	of	crime.	
In	these	instances,	the	fear	is	that	
innovation	can	be	perceived	as	“soft	
on	crime”	and	dangerous	to	political	
careers,	even	while	there	
is	ample	evidence	to	the	
contrary,	including	public	
opinion.4	We	have	now	
come	to	recognize	—	and	
must	find	ways	to	encour-
age	—	a	more	expansive	
definition	of	“tough	on	
crime”	—	a	label	more	
fitting	to	describe	policies	
that	work.	A	tough-on-
crime	public	safety	
professional	is	also	strate-
gic,	actively	pursuing	and	
ensuring	proven	cost-effective,	public	
safety	outcomes	that	measurably	
reduce	recidivism,	victimization,	and	
crime.	


	
a different model for  
Crime and delinquency


Florida,	like	many	other	states,	is	
undergoing	a	remarkable	transfor-
mation	in	its	approach	to	crime	and	
delinquency.	Opinion	polls	confirm	
a	fundamental	change	has	occurred	
in	how	we	Floridians	think	about	the	
use	of	traditional	methods	of	correc-
tive	incapacitation:	detention	and	
incarceration.	


Public	safety	demands	that	prisons	
and	jails	exist,	particularly	for	the	


most	violent,	repeat	offenders	—	but	
on	what	scale?	Evidence	is	teaching	
us	that	mass	incarceration	(which	
grabs	all	offenders	indiscriminately	
and	at	great	taxpayer	cost)	is	not	the	
most	efficient	nor	the	most	effective	
means	of	advancing	public	safety.	


What about Crime?
Researchers	have	long	struggled	


with	the	relationship	between	crime	
and	variables,	includ-
ing	incarceration	and	
detention.	To	say	it	is	
complicated	to	isolate	
the	effect	of	any	single	
factor	is	an	understate-
ment.	To	say	it	is	solved	
through	any	one	factor	
alone	is	simplistic,	as	well	
as	expensive	in	dollars	
and	in	new	victims.	A	
plethora	of	research	
has	found	that	—	as	
expected	—	incarcera-


tion	works	best	to	reduce	crime	and	
reoffending	when	the	most	danger-
ous	people	are	confined.	Estimates	
suggest	that	incarceration	can	be	
credited	as	a	factor	for	somewhere	
between	one-quarter	and	one-third	
on	the	reductions	in	the	crime	rate	in	
Florida	and	nationwide.5	


However,	when	troubled	youth	
and	adults	convicted	of	less	seri-
ous	offenses	are	incarcerated,	they	
are	actually	more	likely	to	reoffend	
than	if	they	had	not	been	incarcer-
ated.		One	critical	reason:	Prisons	
often	function	as	incubators	of	
negative	behaviors	and	serve	as	
crime	colleges	—	a	drug	offender	
learns	how	to	steal	cars,	the	latest	


W
“Florida…


is undergoing 
a remarkable 


transformation 
in its approach 


to crime and 
delinquency.”


W
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techniques	in	identity	theft,	etc.	
This	is	true	for	adults	and	even	
more	so	for	juveniles,	who	are	
vulnerable	to	peer	modeling	and	
influence.	Beyond	the	public	safety	
concerns,	there	are	fiscal	concerns.	
Prisons	are	expensive,	currently	
about	$19,000	a	year	for	each	adult	
in	state	prison	and	more	than	
$40,000	for	juveniles	in	residential	
placement.	Therefore,	ensuring	that	
space	in	state	prisons	and	juvenile	
residential	facilities	is	used	only	for	
violent	offenders	who	pose	the	most	
serious	threat	to	public	safety	is	a	
strategy	that	prioritizes	taxpayer	
expenditures,	freeing	up	resources	
for	the	expansion	of	community-
based	alternatives.


florida is ready for Pif
Florida’s	policies	and	practices,	


particularly	for	juveniles,	are	begin-
ning	to	evolve	—	as	research	and	
evidence	support	—	toward	individu-
alized	treatment	and	interventions	
delivered	outside	of	the	traditional	
correctional	punitive	model.	These	
new	policies,	which	for	the	large	
part	can	be	delivered	locally	in	our	
communities,	reduce	costs,	particu-
larly	at	the	state	level.	


As	a	driving	principle,	the	state	is	
beginning	to	acknowledge	that	for	
the	vast	majority	of	people	involved	
in	delinquency	and	crime,	detention	
and	incarceration	should	be	viewed	
only	as	options	of	last	resort.	What	
this	means,	though,	is	that	we	are	
also	beginning	to	embrace	the	idea	
that	a	shift	in	resources	and	strate-
gies	must	also	occur.	


Much	of	Florida’s	continued	


success	in	reshaping	and	advancing	
criminal	and	juvenile	justice	policies	
going	forward	will	depend	on	the	
state’s	ability	to	assist	and	encourage	
communities	to	build,	enhance,	and	
expand,	their	own	networks	of	local	
supports,	programs,	treatment,	and	
services.	Some	communities	have	a	
long	and	proven	track	record,	the	
dedicated	resources,	and	a	growing	
network	of	services	aimed	at	meeting	
the	needs	of	the	families.	For	some	
other	communities,	however,	the	shift	
from	practices	that	result	in	sending	
away	troubled	youth	and	low-level	
adult	offenders	to	state-level	institu-
tions	will	pose	greater	challenges,	
both	politically	and	fiscally.	Restruc-
turing	the	current	fiscal	incentives	
could	be	the	turning	point	for	reform.	


Pif’s Benefits are Gaining 
nationwide recognition


Several	states	have	had	success	in	
reducing	both	crime	and	costs	by	
developing	a	model	of	shared	perfor-
mance	incentives	between	the	state	
and	the	counties.	PIF	is	proving	to	
be	a	cost-effective	and	measurable	
mechanism	of	strategic	resource	
realignment.	


States	that	have	adopted	PIF	
models	in	some	capacity	in	the	crimi-
nal	justice	realm	include	Arkansas,	
Georgia,	Illinois,	New	York,	Ohio,	
Kansas,	Kentucky,	South	Carolina,	
and	Texas.	


Of	course,	each	state	is	unique,	
and	possibly	none	is	as	unique	as	
Florida,	with	its	diverse	communi-
ties.	That	said,	each	state	has	crafted	
an	individual	version	of	a	PIF	model,	
and	it	would	be	expected	that	Flor-
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ida’s	version	would	also	have	to	be	
tailored	to	the	unique	needs	of	this	
state’s	systems.	


What	these	states	have	in	
common,	though,	is	a	desire	to	
address	the	structural	fiscal	flaw	
that	provides	a	disincentive	for	
communities	to	become	more	
directly	involved	in	reducing	harm-
ful	and	expensive	detention	and	
incarceration.	Through	a	variety	of	
approaches,	these	states	share	the	
following	commonalities	in	their	PIF	
models:	
£	Provide	money	to	counties,	groups	


of	counties,	and	judicial	circuits	
to	increase	local	programming	in	
exchange	for	reducing	the	number	
of	delinquent	youth	or	adult	
offenders	they	send	to	the	state.


£	Reduce	unnecessary	reliance	on	
detention	and	incarceration.


£	Build	support	for	community-


based	alternatives	to	detention	
and	incarceration.


£	Measure	and	reward	for	perfor-
mance.


£	Build	a	state-level	clearinghouse	
for	data	on	performance.	Share	
best	practices	across	communities.


how do Pif models Work? 
A	variety	of	methods,	calculations,	


and	processes	is	being	used	across	
the	country	for	states’	PIF	experi-
ments.	Some	are	aimed	to	reduce	
incarceration	and	recidivism	for	
adults	while	others	are	for	reduc-
ing	juvenile	delinquency.	The	key	
to	their	success	is	the	necessity	of	
planning,	executing,	and	specifically	
tailoring	approaches	from	a	commu-
nity	perspective.	There	is	a	variety	
of	configurations	of	strategies	that	
meet	the	unique	needs	of	the	local	
jurisdictions,	though	all	must	be	


One size dOes nOt fit all: 
local solutions as unique as local Communities


examples from adult Redeploy Illinois’ PIF model showing a sampling of the 


diversity of local solutions. each must, “reduce prison overcrowding, lower 


cost to taxpayers, and an end to the expensive and vicious cycle of crime and 


incarceration.” But, each does it in their own way. 


Cook County: swift, certain, and proportionate (hawaii hoPe) Probation model 


to reduce probation violations returning to prison.


fulton County: Drug court and treatment options previously unavailable in this 


rural county. 


macon County: expanding evidence-based services including community 


restorative boards, substance abuse and mental health treatment, and inten-


sive supervision. 


these and other examples were accessed on January 2014 and found at:  
www.icjia.org/public/redeploy/local_programs.cfm.
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submitted	for	review	and	acceptance	
by	some	form	of	state	oversight	
body,	must	be	evidence-based,	and	
must	meet	agreed-upon	and	delin-
eated	performance	measures.	These	
examples	are	merely	a	snapshot	of	
some	potential	evidence-based	prac-
tices	that	could	be	tried,	expanded,	
measured,	and	replicated	across	
Florida.	With	strong	metrics	in	
place,	there	is	tremendous	poten-
tial	to	leverage	evidence-based	
programs	across	a	variety	of	iden-
tified	gaps	in	our	adult	criminal	
and	juvenile	justice	systems.	These	
programs	range	from	actuarial	risk	
assessment,	pretrial	diversion,	and	
detention	alternatives	to	mental	
health	and	substance	abuse	prob-
lems	to	effective	probation	strategies	
and	job	training	and	placement.	
All	must	be	measured,	and	all	must	
work	to	reduce	the	state’s	overreli-
ance	on	incarceration.	


Select	state	examples	from	PIF	
models	to	reduce	juvenile	incarcera-
tion	follow:


Georgia
Georgia	has	just	recently	launched	


a	Juvenile	Justice	Incentive	Grant	
program,	administered	by	a	state-
level	Criminal	Justice	Coordinating	
Council,	the	purpose	of	which	is	to	
provide	funding	for	local	programs	
designed	to	serve	youth	in	the	
community	who	would	otherwise	be	
committed	to	Georgia’s	Department	
of	Juvenile	Justice	(DJJ).	


Initial	funding	was	set	aside	in	
the	state	budget,	and	grants	of	
$5	million	have	been	doled	out	
this	year	to	communities	that	


successfully	presented	coordi-
nated	performance	plans	that	
included	evidence-based	or	
evidence-informed	program	models	
that	have	been	shown	to	reduce	
juvenile	recidivism.	First	priority	
is	given	to	those	counties	that	have	
the	highest	number	of	commit-
ments	and	propose	strategies	to	
reduce	the	county’s	annual	felony	
commitment	rate	to	the	Depart-
ment	of	Juvenile	Justice.	The	
grants	are	for	up	to	$500,000	for	
one	year	and	are	renewable	upon	
meeting	the	following	criteria:
£	Compliance	with	administrative	


requirements,	
£	Accurate	submission	of	required	


financial	data	and	reports,	
£	Achievement	of	program	goals	


and	objectives,	and
£	Continuation	plan	for	their	


program.6


Texas
In	2007,	lawmakers	gave	counties	


$57.8	million	to	handle	youth	misde-
meanants	on	probation.	Previously,	
these	youth	would	have	been	sent	
to	state	lockups	at	twice	the	cost.	
Another	budget	provision	in	2009	
allows	counties	that	agree	to	reduce	
commitments	to	state	lockups	to	
receive	a	share	of	the	state’s	savings	
for	local,	research-based	programs	
with	performance	measures.


The	number	of	children	incarcer-
ated	at	state	youth	lockups	is	about	
a	third	of	the	total	in	2006	and	the	
number	of	youths	in	county	lockups	
has	remained	steady.	Juvenile	crime	
in	Texas	has	continually	declined,	
falling	10.3	percent	in	the	2009	fiscal	
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year	and	dropping	further	in	major	
metro	areas	in	2010.7


Ohio RECLAIM Ohio 
Ohio	created	a	system	that	allo-


cates	juvenile	justice	funding	to	
counties	based	on	delinquency	levels	
and	population.	The	county	uses	the	
same	pool	of	money	whether	it	utiliz-
es	community-based	alternatives	
or	state	commitment.	
Community-based	alter-
natives	are	cheaper,	thus	
encouraging	the	county	to	
invest	in	those	initiatives.


Between	RECLAIM	
Ohio’s	enactment	in	1992	
and	2009,	the	number	
of	young	people	commit-
ted	to	secure	state	care	
in	Ohio	fell	42	percent.	
According	to	a	fiscal	
analysis	by	the	Ohio	
Department	of	Youth	Services,	for	
every	dollar	spent	on	the	RECLAIM	
program,	the	state	saves	from	$11	to	
$45	in	commitment	and	processing	
costs,	depending	on	the	risk	level	of	
the	youth,	with	more	savings	for	low	
and	moderate	risk	youth.8


Illinois Redeploy Illinois 
Participating	counties	agree	to	


cut	the	number	of	youth	they	send	
to	secure	state	facilities	by	at	least	
25	percent	below	the	average	of	the	
previous	three	years.	In	return,	the	
state	reimburses	the	counties	for	
funds	they	spend	managing	the	adju-
dicated	youth	locally.


In	its	first	three	years	of	implemen-
tation,	the	pilot	sites	diverted	382	
youths	from	commitment,	saved	an	


estimated	$18.7	million	in	costs,	and	
lowered	the	number	of	commitments	
by	51	percent.


In	2011,	Illinois	began	implement-
ing	the	adult	side	of	its	program,	
and	grant	funds	are	provided	to	
build	local	programs	and	services	
tailored	to	the	specific	needs	of	local	
justice-involved	youths.	In	return,	the	
jurisdiction	agrees	to	decrease	the	


number	of	non-violent	
commitments	to	IDOC	
by	25	percent.9	


Conclusion
Locking	up	people	


through	detention	and	
incarceration	is	expensive	
and	often	leads	to	poor	
outcomes.	Currently,	
Florida	is	projected	to	
spend	$2.8	billion	dollars	
in	the	next	fiscal	year	on	


corrections	and	juvenile	justice.	As	
Floridians	we	have	every	right	to	
expect	that	our	systems	are	designed	
to	ensure	the	most	efficient	and	
effective	use	of	our	criminal	justice	
resources.	But	are	they?	


Our	criminal	and	juvenile	justice	
systems	must	answer	the	fundamental	
questions	of	whether	they	meet	the	
goals	of	reducing	crime	and	delin-
quency	and	are	not	unduly	focused	on	
locking	our	problems	away.	


It	is	important	to	remember	that	
very	few	offenders	will	remain	behind	
bars	forever.	Indeed,	Florida’s	Depart-
ment	of	Corrections	estimates	that	
nearly	90	percent	of	the	inmates	will	
be	released	one	day.	Therefore,	in	
the	long	run,	it	is	in	our	best	inter-
est	to	ensure	their	successful	turn	to	


W
“It is important 


to remember 
that very few 
offenders will 


remain behind 
bars forever.”


W
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productive	citizenry.	It	would	follow	
then	that	our	correctional	policies	and	
practices	must	be	designed	to	support	
these	goals.	


However,	the	design	of	the	current	
state	mechanisms	for	funding	and	
operating	these	programs	is	not	
conducive	to	encouraging	innovation	
or	producing	more	involvement	at	
the	local	level,	where	crime	actually	
occurs	and	where	offenders	should	
return	as	productive	citizens.	


Now,	while	the	state	is	making	
strides	in	rethinking	its	current	
policies	and	practices,	it	is	an	
opportune	time	to	begin	a	strategi-
cally	designed	process	of	paying	for	
these	approaches	by	implementing	
a	Performance	Incentive	Funding	
model	for	Florida. e


Deborrah Brodsky is the Director of the 
Project on Accountable Justice, which is 
based at the Florida State University in 
Tallahassee.
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Worthy Words


“The fact that the market is not doing what we wish it would do is no 


reason to automatically assume that the government would do better.” 


–thomas sowell
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1. Create a Public Safety Oversight 


Commission. 


 


2. Unlink the Department of 


Corrections Secretary’s term from 


the Governor's term.  


  


3. Participate in Justice Reinvestment 


Initiative.  


 


4. "Right the ship" through a 


comprehensive strategic plan to 


support and advance the 


professionalism and culture of 


Florida correctional officers.   


 


5. Expedite the implementation of 


performance measurement and 


management.   


Recommendations to Advance Public Safety through 


Increased Transparency, Accountability, and Oversight 


of the Florida Department of Corrections 


 


The Florida Department of Corrections (DOC) is the 


third largest corrections agency in the country, 


employing the most state employees (1 in 7 


Florida state employees), at a cost of more than 


$2.3 billion annually.  The DOC is also an agency in 


crisis and has engaged daily for the past months in 


triage to respond to instances of failure to carry 


out the Department of Corrections’ constitutional 


and statutory obligation to safely and effectively 


house inmates, currently numbered more than 


100,000.    


 


The investigative diligence of the Miami Herald, 


the Palm Beach Post, the Tampa Bay Times, and 


The News Service of Florida has brought necessary 


scrutiny to the agency for isolated acts, which have 


subsequently uncovered systemic failings.1  These 


deficiencies have facilitated an environment that is 


dangerous, brutal and in some cases, deadly. The 


agency has responded in stages, by revising and 


clarifying policies, by the firing of several 


correctional officers, and efforts continue to identify system deficiencies.   


 


Failure in corrections means less safety, more victims, more costs, and fewer reformed 


offenders.  The question facing Florida now is whether we will collectively rise up to meet 


the challenges that have been festering for many years.  Will Florida clean up this last area 


of performance unaccountability in government?  


                                                           
1
 See the Miami Herald’s (and other publications) ongoing reporting on Florida Department of Corrections, at 


Appendix A.  
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If “Florida Corrections” were 


a county, it would be 


roughly the same 


population as Alachua 


County, and home to more 


people than 44 of the state’s 


67 counties.   


(44 counties with populations smaller 


than “Corrections” are in blue.) 


Project on Accountable Justice 2014 


 


As taxpayers and citizens that bear the 


direct financial and societal costs of 


incarceration and recidivism, Floridians 


should expect more.  To keep this in 


context, the population currently under 


the supervision—either in prison or under 


some other form of supervision like 


probation—of the Florida Department of 


Corrections is larger than that of 44 of 


Florida’s 67 counties.2 This large 


population of men and women are 


removed from society and thus, out of 


sight and out of mind.   


 


But, the impact of what occurs inside prisons has very real implications for Floridians.  For 


every correctional officer, there is a family.  For every inmate, there is a family.  And for all 


of these families, there is a community where prisoners return as rehabilitated, law-abiding 


neighbors or as hardened criminals. The traffic between the inside and outside is dynamic, 


with more than 33,000 people admitted and an equal number of people released in 2012-


2013.3  Thus, whether we wish to admit it or not the consequences of what happens inside 


of prisons has an impact felt broadly and deeply across the state. Prioritizing the 


Department of Corrections is an opportunity to make Florida a healthier, safer place.   


 


The Department has acted with increasing urgency and has pledged a policy of zero 


tolerance for employees who act against the law and agency policies.  


 


Florida Department of Corrections Secretary Michael Crews:  


 


"I have made it clear that there is zero tolerance for corruption or abuse at the 
Department of Corrections, and we continue to root out any-and-all bad actors who do 


                                                           
2 Florida DOC comments on its timeline:  “Would it surprise you to know that the number of offenders under FDOC supervision and in FDOC's 
custody is larger than the population of 48 of 67 Florida counties?” at http://www.dc.state.fl.us/oth/timeline/index.html.  PAJ updated using 
2013 county population information, University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research at: 
http://www.bebr.ufl.edu/content/florida-county-population-projections-free-download 
3 Florida Department of Corrections, inmate admissions and releases, 2012-2013 at:  http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/index.html 



http://www.dc.state.fl.us/oth/timeline/index.html
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not live up to our expectations. Our standards are high and we will accept nothing less 
to ensure the safety of our staff and those in our custody, as well as Florida families.”4   


 


The Secretary’s recent rounds of visits to all Department facilities around the state—and the 


resulting firing of dozens of DOC employees—are to be recognized as essential steps. 


Additional steps, including the release of data on inmate deaths, the announcement of the 


hiring of a Mental Health Ombudsmen and related training and certification specialization 


for the handling of mentally ill inmates are also potential improvements.5  But both the 


firings and the recommendations remain reactive steps, internally limited, and still do not 


address systemic weaknesses and failings of accountability.   


 


For understandable reasons, including the potential impact on security and safety, 


correctional facilities are insular and relatively closed to public scrutiny. The continuing 


revelations point to where the historically closed world of Florida corrections can be 


dangerous and deadly in worst cases, but more commonly reflect missed opportunities.  As 


agency responses continue, what happens tomorrow and in the short-term is anyone’s 


guess.  But what happens over the long-term is in all Floridians’ interest and utterly 


changeable.   


 


The purpose of this paper is to help set Florida down a path to a more responsive and 


accountable justice system—not to assign blame for recent developments.  These 


recommendations focus on resolving systemic issues in order to prevent future abuses and 


deprivations.  The problems emerging now have been developing over years and 


responsibility is widely shared.  As a result, the recommendations that follow are necessarily 


expansive. 


As a contribution toward righting the course that the Department of Corrections has long 


been on we present five recommendations to improve the transparency, accountability, 


oversight, and overall effectiveness of the Florida Department of Corrections. 


 


 


 


                                                           
4Florida DOC Secretary Crews’ remarks from July 2014 press conference as reported by the Miami Herald at: 
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/article1976475.html 
5 Florida Department of Corrections, memo from Dr. Dean Aufderheide, Director of Mental Health Services, to Florida DOC Secretary Michael 
Crews, “Mental Health Recommendations,” dated October 2, 2014.   
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Framework for Recommendations 


 


Three principles are fundamental to providing a 


framework for this preliminary list of 


recommendations and are also intended to 


provide guidance for continuing dialogue.  


These principles are central to improving the 


overall operations and ultimate societal 


outcomes of reduced crime and victimization, 


rehabilitated individuals, and restored 


communities.  All recommendations reflect these 


principles.   


 


1) External oversight enhances and advances public 
safety.  Oversight is a proactive and collaborative 
means by which the State of Florida can achieve 
improved transparency of and accountability for 
operating correctional facilities.  


 
2) Incarceration itself is punishment.  Deprivation of 


individual liberty through incarceration is one 
method by which individuals are penalized for 
crimes.  It is further recognized that there are 
instances when correctional facility management 
and officer and public safety warrant additional 
sanctions.  However, in all cases, punishment must 
be handled ethically, accountably, and in strict 
adherence to Florida Department of Corrections 
rules and policies, the law, and the Constitution.   


 
3) Rehabilitation is a central purpose of corrections. 


The vast majority of prisoners, 87 percent 
according to the Department of Corrections,6 will 
return to Florida communities after fulfilling their prison term.   


 


Prison environments that encourage pro-social behavior through positive and productive 
interaction with correctional professionals, who in turn model and encourage socially 
acceptable behaviors, can increase the likelihood that ex-offenders will reintegrate back into 
community as law-abiding neighbors.  Bottom line:  the overwhelming majority of prisoners are 
coming home, whether their rehabilitation is supported or discouraged.  


                                                           
6 Florida Department of Corrections, 2013 Florida Prison Recidivism Study:  
Releases From 2005 to 2012, accessed  on September 30, 2014, at http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/recidivism/2013/index.html 


 


 


“So I would hope that the general public would see that we 


are being proactive. Do I think it's enough? The results will 


prove that as we move down the path…What's incumbent 


upon us, as leaders in this agency, is to make sure that we 


continue to do and evaluate and look at all of our practices, 


protocols, policies, procedures and everything that we have 


to make sure that we're maximizing the safety of our staff, 


our inmates and the general public who comes into our 


institutions, that we're conducting ourselves properly and 


within the realm of what we say we expect and that we 


treat everyone fairly and respectfully. But I am confident 


that we're making some significant changes in this agency 


on things that for a long time perhaps weren't addressed. 


Maybe they should have been. I don't know. But this 


agency has been around a long time, a lot of history. And 


when we began, this agency, as most correctional systems 


were, was viewed as a warehouse for inmates.”  


 


 


Florida DOC Secretary Michael Crews 


News Service of Florida, October 20, 2014 
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The following recommendations are in no way exhaustive, but present a point of departure 


for a long overdue, comprehensive state-level conversation that embraces the fundamental 


importance to public safety through housing prisoners humanely.   


                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   


Recommendations 


 


Create a Public Safety Oversight Commission—an independent advisory 


council responsible for external oversight of both the departments of 


Juvenile Justice and Corrections. Charged with monitoring the conditions 


of all Florida state correctional facilities, this body would be empowered to 


walk into any facility at any time—juvenile and adult—with access to every 


corner, inmate, employee and record.7 


 


The forms of oversight currently in place have proved insufficient to ensure the safety of 


prisoners and correctional officers.  Professor Michele Deitch, an internationally recognized 


expert in correctional oversight models, describes external oversight of correctional facilities 


as an “umbrella concept”, with seven essential, complementary functions.  Deitch asserts, 


“These oversight functions are not in competition, nor mutually exclusive… The best way to 


ensure that oversight is effective is to ensure that each of these critical functions is being 


served effectively.”8  Effective and efficient oversight requires:  


 
1) regulation  
2) auditing  
3) accreditation  
4) investigations  
5) reporting  
6) legal action, as redress and corrective when wrongdoing and constitutional violations are found; 


and,  
7) inspections and monitoring.9 


 


                                                           
7 See:  Brodsky, D. (16, July 2014). Give prison facilites consistent, independent oversight. Miami Herald. Retrieved September  


30, 2014, from http://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/op-ed/article1975826.html 
8 Deitch, M. (2007). Distinguishing the Various Functions of Prison Oversight. In M. Deitch (Ed.), Opening  


up a Closed World: What Constitutes effective Prison Oversight?L Conference Proceedings. Austin:  


Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, The University of Texas at Austin. 
9 Mushlin and Deitch, Opening Up a Closed World: What Constitutes Effective Prison 
Oversight?, 30 Pace L. Rev. 1383 (2010) 
Available at: http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/plr/vol30/iss5/1  
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Florida already has bodies that serve several of these functions.  For instance, the Legislature 


uses its authority over funding to regulate prisons, and the Florida Auditor General and the 


Office and Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability (OPPAGA) have the 


power to audit the Department of Corrections.10  Self-regulatory bodies, such as the 


American Correctional Association (ACA),11 have their place in the spectrum of accountability 


mechanisms.  Reporting by the media12 and investigations by the Office of the Inspector 


General and the Florida Auditor General also serve key roles in the umbrella of 


accountability.13  And, legal action through the courts provides an expensive outlet of last 


resort.14 ` 


 


However, the final function identified by Deitch—inspections and monitoring—could be 


introduced.  This function provides routine, external scrutiny—that is, regular monitoring 


performed by an entity outside of corrections. This missing function can be an integral 


component to righting the course for the Florida Department of Corrections.   Florida 


should seek a proactive remedy to ensure safe and effective prisons by establishing an 


external oversight commission or board that has the power to monitor institutional 


conditions and policies across the state.  


 


Across the country, mechanisms for oversight of correctional institutions are deployed in a 


variety of way and in different forms and levels of authority, including ombudsmen, state 


commissions, and fully external bodies with authority to walk into prisons.15  In reviewing 


                                                           
10 Additionally, the American Correctional Association provides optional accreditation for institutions, and, within the Department of 
Corrections, the Inspector General conducts investigations.   
11Florida Department of Corrections’ institutions and work release centers are accredited by the American Correctional Association (ACA). 
Described by ACA,  “accreditation (is) intended to improve facility operations through adherence to clear standards relevant to all 
areas/operations of the facility, including safety, security, order, inmate care, programs, justice, and administration.” See Florida Department of 
Corrections: http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/aca/index.html and ACA: 
http://www.aca.org/ACA_Prod_IMIS/ACA_Member/Standards___Accreditation/ACA_Member/Standards_and_Accreditation/SAC_AboutUs.as
px?hkey=7f4cf7bf-2b27-4a6b-b124-36e5bd90b93d 
12 See Appendix A of this document 
13 While this recommendation focuses on the need for an additional form of external oversight to complement the multi-faceted processes of 
regulation, oversight, review, and investigations already in place to ensure safe and humane prisons, there is room for improved processes of 
internal reviews.  Among concerns, a 2013 Auditor General Report No. 2013-074, specific to the Department of Corrections’ oversight of 
security operations, observed several challenges in meeting the statutory obligations of a security review commission (as mandated in s. 
944.151).  Although obligated to convene this body by law, according to the Department of Corrections, the security review commission had 
not met since 2008 due to budgetary constraints.  DOC had, instead, reassigned duties across the agency.  The AG recommended resuming the 
commission as intended, or instead, changing the law.  Additional recommendations suggest areas where a more formalized reporting process 
would bolster oversight functions as well as increase transparency of operations.  See:  
http://www.myflorida.com/audgen/pages/pdf_files/2013-074.pdf.    
14 The federal courts have, for the past 40 years, served a critical oversight function in protection of prisoners, notably: Holt v. Sarver1, Rhem v. 
Malcolm, and Ruiz v. Estelle.  See:  Deitch, M. (April 2012). The need for Independent Oversight in a Post-PLRA World. Federal Sentencing 
Reporter, 24(4), 236-244.   
15 See examples:  Michele Deitch, Independent Correctional Oversight Mechanisms Across the United States: A 50-State Inventory, 30 Pace L. 
Rev. 1754 (2010)  Available at: http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/plr/vol30/iss5/21 



http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/aca/index.html

http://www.aca.org/ACA_Prod_IMIS/ACA_Member/Standards___Accreditation/ACA_Member/Standards_and_Accreditation/SAC_AboutUs.aspx?hkey=7f4cf7bf-2b27-4a6b-b124-36e5bd90b93d

http://www.aca.org/ACA_Prod_IMIS/ACA_Member/Standards___Accreditation/ACA_Member/Standards_and_Accreditation/SAC_AboutUs.aspx?hkey=7f4cf7bf-2b27-4a6b-b124-36e5bd90b93d

http://www.myflorida.com/audgen/pages/pdf_files/2013-074.pdf
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TEXAS:  The nine member Texas Board of Criminal 


Justice is appointed by the governor to oversee the 


Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ).  The 


Board members are appointed for staggered, six-


year terms and are responsible for hiring the 


executive director of the department and setting 


rules and policies which guide the agency. Several 


other divisions of TDCJ report directly to the board, 


including the Inspector General, Internal Audit, State 


Counsel for Offenders, and PREA Ombusdman.   


See:  http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/tbcj/ 


GEORGIA: The Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 


was created by the Georgia General Assembly in 


1981 as an Executive Branch agency to effectively 


lead the coordination of all components and all 


levels of the state’s criminal justice system.  The 


Council is composed of 14 ex-officio members, 


representing the involved and related agencies 


(Corrections, Juvenile Justice, Public Defenders, 


Children and Families, etc.) and an additional ten 


Governor–appointed members.   


See:  http://cjcc.georgia.gov/ 


the models, it appears that (not surprisingly given the uniqueness of states more generally) 


each state’s needs are very different, and any such newly established body should seek to 


complement the roles and authority of currently existing (and functioning) entities.   


While there is no known perfect model, there are basic 


concepts of governance known to be successful (think 


of oversight bodies of community colleges and state 


universities), which are also ultimately transferable to 


Florida criminal justice planning and oversight.  


 


Minimally, several states operate with some level of a 


formalized, state-level body convened to coordinate 


state-level strategy and improve the effectiveness of 


their criminal justice systems (see side box examples 


from Texas and Georgia).  


 


It should be noted that Florida previously had an 


external body in place, the Florida Corrections 


Commission, which served to some extent an oversight 


function, but was never fully utilized and was eventually 


defunded.16    


 


Given that there is no central body looking at criminal 


justice issues from a state vantage, rather than from the 


eyes of the agency, and that there is virtually no 


external, independent oversight, the following 


specifications are offered for consideration.   


 


Recommended Structure/Authority/and Duties for the Public Safety Oversight Commission: 


 Structure: 


 Independence from corrections/juvenile justice; 


                                                           
16 The Florida Corrections Commission was created by the 1994 Legislature in s. 20.315 (6), F.S., to provide oversight to the Department of 
Corrections and the criminal justice system more broadly.  The Governor-appointed, Senate confirmed 9-member commission was charged 
with, among duties:  providing recommendations on major criminal justice policies, reviewing the department’s annual budget request and 
financial status and to, “evaluate, at least quarterly, the efficiency, productivity, and management of the Department of Corrections.” 
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 Composed of appointed commissioners; and 


 Professionally staffed, with leadership appointed for a fixed term, subject to legislative 


confirmation, and subject to removal for just cause. 


 


 Authority to:  


 inspect all correctional facilities, public or private, juvenile and adult, announced or 


unannounced; 


 obtain any and all records related to a facility’s operation or condition; 


 conduct confidential interviews with all staff, inmates, citizens, and public officials 


related to operations and condition; and  


 convene public hearings, issue subpoenas, and take sworn testimony. 


 


 Duties to include: 


 Ongoing monitoring of all Florida correctional facilities;  


 Development and ongoing reporting of public safety performance measures; 


 Review of and comment on legislative budget proposals; 


 Review of and comment on proposed legislation; 


 Publication of an annual report; 


 Publication of annual surveys, benchmarking improvement from key stakeholder 


groups:  victims, volunteers, correctional officers, correctional health care professionals, 


and inmates. 


 Development of recommendations for system improvement.17   


 


 Unlink the Secretary of the Florida Department of Corrections’ term from 


the Governor's term of office. 


Among many important duties, the Governor of the State of Florida has the 


authority to appoint executive agency heads.  As is customary during gubernatorial 


transitions, the Governor sets the tone of administrative priorities by putting his or her own 


team in place in the executive agencies. This is completely within his or her prerogative and 


is often a highly political process.   


                                                           
17 These recommendations are adapted from and based upon a review of several documents, including then-Governor-Elect Rick Scott’s Law  


and Order Transition Team  Report, accessed at https://www.scribd.com/doc/45759725/Segment-001-of-DOC-Transition-Report; an ABA  


resolution American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section, Report to House of Delegates, August 2008, accessed at  


http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/criminal_justice_section_newsletter/crimjust_policy_am08104b.authcheckdam.pdf 


; Confronting Confinement: A Report of the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America's Prisons, Vera Institute of  


Justice, accessed at  http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/Confronting_Confinement.pdf; and the Report and 


Recommendations of the 2011-2012 Florida Government Cost Saving Task Force accessed at 


http://www.floridataxwatch.org/resources/pdf/12082010GCTSF.pdf .   


2 



https://www.scribd.com/doc/45759725/Segment-001-of-DOC-Transition-Report

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/criminal_justice_section_newsletter/crimjust_policy_am08104b.authcheckdam.pdf

http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/Confronting_Confinement.pdf

http://www.floridataxwatch.org/resources/pdf/12082010GCTSF.pdf
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However, public safety is a governmental imperative which rises above the fluctuations of 


politics and demands consistency and strong leadership. The Department of Corrections is 


an agency crying out for stability, consistent leadership and specialized, professional 


diligence.  


The current crisis at the DOC has not occurred overnight, nor will it be remedied overnight.  


Even more, there have been six Secretaries appointed to the Department of Corrections over 


a period of eight years.   It is a disservice to the public and to the people of Florida for the 


State not to consider putting in place a way to ensure more stability of leadership, insulated 


from politics.   


Florida should consider appointment of the 


Secretary of Corrections for a five-year 


term, a term long enough to weather the 


possibilities of transition disruptions, with 


reappointment subject to performance and 


merit and removal subject to performance 


and misconduct.  One such option could 


have the above-mentioned Public Safety 


Oversight Commission (see 


Recommendation 1 of this paper) appoint 


and/or be integrally involved in the vetting, 


hiring and performance process.  Another option would be to follow the model of the 


Florida Cabinet agencies, where the Governor has appointment authority with approval from 


the Cabinet and subject to Senate confirmation.  Among these agencies are the Florida 


Department of Highway Safety and the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.   


This longer-term process would assure appointment would be focused on long-term goals 


of agency performance while prioritizing the vitally important business of ensuring the 


safety of Floridians, both behind and outside of prison walls.    


 


“No corporation, even in a hostile takeover situation, would 


ever handle transition the way we do in the states. It is as 


though you fired the president of a company, plus all the 


heads of operating divisions and the staff of the corporate 


central office all at once.”  


—a former Governor, as quoted by the  


National Governors Association in  


Transition and the New Governor: A Planning Guide 


http://www.nga.org/files/live/sites/NGA/files/pdf/98OMCTTRANSITIONGUIDE.PDF  
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It must be acknowledged that the soft concept of “culture”—which is the embodiment of 


the values, behaviors, and beliefs of an organization—is often cited as a major hurdle in 


organizational reform, but even more acutely so in prisons with their behind-locked-doors 


isolation.  For Florida to seriously embrace agency improvement, it must strengthen and 


stabilize the leadership of the Department of Corrections.  Strong, professional leadership 


are essential guiding organizational and cultural change  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Participate in Justice Reinvestment Initiative—Policy makers in several 


states have worked across party lines and through broad stakeholder 


engagement to reform their correctional laws and practices through the 


formal consensus-driven process known as justice reinvestment (JRI).  


Florida’s population of incarcerated state prison inmates is more than 100,000 (100,994 as of 


July 201418) is projected to increase over the next five years.19  Currently, the price tag is 


more than $2.3 billion.   


                                                           
18 Florida Department of Corrections, “Trends in Prison Admissions and Populations,” July 2014.  Accessed on September 30, 2014, at: 
http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/pop/monthly/index.html 
19 Florida Office of Economic and Demographic Research, “Results of Criminal Justice Estimating Conference,” July 23, 2014.  Accessed on 
September 30, 2014 at: http://edr.state.fl.us/Content/conferences/criminaljustice/index.cfm 
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2006 2007 2012 2013 20142008 2009 2010 2011


Timeline of Florida Department of Corrections Secretaries


Sec. James Crosby 
resigns, 2-10-06 


(later convicted of accepting 


kickbacks from contractor and 
sentenced to  8 years in federal 


prison)


Sec. James R. 
McDonough


is immediately appointed by 


Governor Jeb Bush


Sec. Walt McNeil 
is appointed January 15, 2008, by newly-


elected Governor Charlie Crist and 
remains until election of new Governor 


Sec. Edwin Buss 
is appointed January, 2011, by newly-elected 
Governor Rick Scott, resigns after 8 months


Sec. Ken Tucker
immediately appointed in August 2011,  and 
announces resignation  after 12 months in 


August 2012


Sec. Michael Crews
is appointed as 3rd Secretary in 


Gov. Scott's Administration in Dec. 2012,  
and is currently serving in this capacity


Sources: FSU PAJ and Florida Department of Corrections, 2014  


http://www.dc.state.fl.us/oth/timeline/ 
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Source: Justice Center, Council of State 


Governments, 2014 http://csgjusticecenter.org/jr/ 


The problems and challenges of the size of Florida’s prison population is something that the 


State has heretofore failed to address in a systemic way. The Department of Corrections is 


an agency that has historically operated in response to mandated budget cuts and short-


term budget fixes—and in so doing has struggled to embrace a more strategic and longer 


view tied to public safety outcomes.    In one telling example, merely one year after closing 


several prisons, the Department of Corrections returned to the Florida Legislature and 


requested an additional $59 million to re-open several facilities.20   


On the one hand, recent claims of budget cuts leading to chronic understaffing and high 


turnover at the Department may have contributed to the current agency-wide crisis, and 


should not to be ignored, particularly if they are directly impacting the agency’s ability to 


perform core functions.  The Department has publicly cited, among challenges, difficulties in 


staffing, including an inability to offer comparative and competitive salaries; a failing and 


aging transportation fleet; severe facility 


maintenance issues; and less-than-state-of-the-


art equipment, such as security cameras. On the 


other hand, simply throwing money at a 


problem is never a solution.  


States pursuing Justice Reinvestment 


initiatives—and states embracing similar models 


of review—have been steadily improving key 


outcomes—like continuing crime declines and 


recidivism reduction through reinvestment 


strategies aimed to improve public safety—


through a more deliberate and measured process.    


Technical assistance is provided by the Council of State Governments, Pew Public Safety 


Performance Project, Vera Institute, and other national experts.  The technical assistance 


offers a data-driven examination of a state’s prison population and criminal justice systems, 


which in turn leads to informed policy and budget deliberations.  Further, JRI provides a 


                                                           
20 Bousquet, S. (2013, October 31). Florida wants to reopen prisons to house more inmates. Tampa BayTimes. Retrieved September 30, 2014, 
from http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/florida-wants-to-re-open-some-prisons-to-house-growing-inmate-
population/2150125 



http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/florida-wants-to-re-open-some-prisons-to-house-growing-inmate-population/2150125

http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/florida-wants-to-re-open-some-prisons-to-house-growing-inmate-population/2150125
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public platform that serves to raise public awareness of and accountability for public safety 


in states.   


These deliberations belong in the public realm and must be driven by research and must 


fully account for all points in the system.  The consensus process and any resulting 


recommendations provide solutions through a systemic and state-level lens.  


Florida has considered this option before and once had in place a mechanism to bring such 


a body into the deliberative public policy process;21 however, seating of this body was 


stopped when the House of Representatives declined funding for staff and other needs, 


Anything larger than discrete policy fixes has been met with resistance—perhaps rightly so.  


At its worst this approach is potentially harmful as individual stakeholders’ interests may 


supersede the public interest.  It has been observed that this process must be consensus 


driven.  


As Jeanette Moll, a researcher at the Pew Public Safety Performance Project and a former 


researcher at the Texas Public Policy Foundation’s Right on Crime, offered at an event held 


in 2013 at St. Petersburg College, the need for consensus development and data review 


(such as exercised through JRI) for  systemic overhauls cannot be understated: 


"There is no state that has been successful in justice reforms without having every single entity, 
every single stakeholder, at the table....Everyone needs to be at the table and part of the 
discussion before the first line of text in a bill gets written.”22 


 


While it is recognized that Florida is a state with its own priorities and unique challenges, 


Florida should not dismiss what has been learned as key to successes across state lines that 


result in measureable successes.  


For example, Georgia—which in 2009 led the nation with 1 of every 13 adults under some 


form of correctional supervision23—has undertaken a multi-year, multi-pronged process 


through the establishment of the Special Council for Criminal Justice Reform for Georgians.24  


                                                           
21 Senate Bill 2000 was passed by the 2008 Legislature and created the Correctional Policy Advisory Council, which was never seated.  
22 Jeannete Moll from March 23, 2013, joint Project on Accountable Justice/St. Petersburg College forum. See video archive of FSU Project on 
Accountable Justice and St. Petersburg College “Kids are Different” event at http://iog.fsu.edu/paj/videos.html 
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Early results are promising.  Recently reported at a meeting of the Council: 


 7% reduction in prison population to 52,000 inmates (from 56,000, with a projection of 60,000 
for 2016).  


 17% reduction of new prison commitments (from 21,600 in 2009 to 18,000 in 2013).  
 16% reduction in total state jail populations (from 44,000 to about 37,000 over the past four 


years.)25  


Commenting on the consensus process Georgia continues to employ, Governor Nathan Deal 


shared the following statement: 


“The secret was creating the Special Council on Criminal Justice Reform.  By allowing this group 
to bring together people from all different political leanings and all different points of view, we 
let them discuss recommendations before the actual introduction of legislation. So instead of 
waiting until a legislative session, when time gets very constrained, our council met over an 
entire year.  And when recommendations were put forward, it took much of the pressure off the 
committee process and gave members of the General Assembly confidence that these ideas had 
been thoroughly discussed and vetted.”26 


Fortunately, there now exists a substantial body of research that can provide illuminating 


guidance in the reform of criminal justice policies and practices. 27  The experiences of other 


states show that a concerted and methodical approach to explore reinvestment strategies 


that work to address system shortcomings result in reductions of the prison population and 


to the better management of public resources.  Moreover, these changes produce more 


successful outcomes for communities and enhance public safety.   A simple calculation 


using Georgia’s recent success provides some food for thought. A comparable seven-


percent reduction in Florida’s prison population—or roughly 7,000 prisoners—could 


save the state more than $120,000,000 annually.28    


                                                                                                                                                                                           
23 Pew Center on the States. One in 31: The Long Reach of American Corrections, 2009.  Accessed on September 30, 2014 at 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/legacy/uploadedfiles/pcs_assets/2009/PSPP1in31reportFINALWEB32609pdf.pdf 
24 HB 265 was passed by the Georgia Assembly in 2011, creating a Special Joint Committee on Criminal Justice Reform, which was later 
extended by Governor Nathan Deal’s Executive Order.  See: HB 265 at: http://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/en-US/display/32806 and Executive 
Order at: http://gov.georgia.gov/sites/gov.georgia.gov/files/imported/vgn/images/portal/cit_1210/42/0/18549517305_24_12_02.pdf  
25 Klein, M. Georgia Public Policy Foundation. “Getting Smart on Crime Puts Georgia Ahead.” September 12, 2014.  Accessed on September 30, 
2014, at: http://www.georgiapolicy.org/getting-smart-on-crime-puts-georgia-ahead/#aVO4Q 
26 Pew Public Safety Performance Project. Leading on Public Safety:  4 Governors Share Lessons Learned from Sentencing and Corrections 
Reform, 2013.  Accessed on September 30, 2014 at 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/legacy/uploadedfiles/pcs_assets/2013/PewPSPPGovernorsQApdf.pdf 
27 Likely the most comprehensive analysis of the research to date examining the explosive growth of incarceration in the U.S. was released in 
May 2014 by the National Research Council. Among the summary findings: the increase in incarceration may have caused a decrease in crime, 
but the magnitude of the reduction is highly uncertain; the incremental deterrent effect of increases in lengthy prison sentences is modest at 
best. See: National Research Council, The Growth of Incarceration in the United States: Exploring Causes and Consequences. Available at 
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=18613&page=R1 
28 Florida Department of Corrections 2012-2013 annual per inmate cost of $17,388 x 7,000 (7 percent of total 100,000 inmate 
population)=$121,366,000.   



http://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/en-US/display/32806

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=18613&page=R1
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The Elephant in the Room:  The Cost and Care of Housing Florida’s Aging and Elderly Prisoners 


Florida prisons are on a steady trajectory to become the world’s largest nursing homes, holding thousands of aging and infirm prisoners—a 


destination never intended.  Currently, the percentage of prisoners aged 50+ is roughly 20% of the total inmate population, with 


projections of this population growing.   


Numerous requests for raw data were made by the authors and other research partners at the Claude Pepper Center at Florida State 


University for a period of more than a year to the DOC in order to examine Florida’s state prison population more fully, including detailed 


historical demographic, medical, and offense information for a joint study. These data are still being sought.  In the absence of this detailed 


information, it is difficult to estimate the potential effect, cost savings, and the efficacy of different policy and administrative 


recommendations with specificity.  However, the partners have identified several acute challenges, including expense and safety, Florida 


faces in meeting the constitutional threshold of health care to this growing and aging segment of Florida’s state prison population.   


A fundamental question is whether Florida will opt into Affordable Care Act (ACA) participation, which answers to what extent the cost of 


care for a growing aging population of prisoners may be shifted away from the state budget, were Florida to begin a more concerted effort 


to examine and expand release mechanisms. Moreover, Florida must ensure first that any alternatives considered—including expanded 


supervision options—would keep Floridians safe. Florida must also continue to examine the state’s movement to privatize medical services, 


which raises questions of system stability, service limitations, and quality of care, particularly highlighted through recent media attention. 


There are any number of potential changes Florida may wish to undergo—expanding compassionate/medical parole, intermediate sanctions 


such as house arrest and electronic monitoring, development of new models of care.  But the state must first acknowledge the situation, 


and then look to build consensus going forward.   


Rill, L., Polivka, L., Manguso, M., and Brodsky, D. (2014). The Silver Tsunami: Florida’s Rapidly Aging Inmate Population. 


Manuscript Submitted for Publication.  


 


 


Begin a multi-year, measureable effort to "right the ship" through a 


comprehensive strategic plan to support and advance the professionalism 


and culture of Florida correctional officers.   


 


Throughout the past several months of scrutiny, the 


Department of Corrections has maintained that it is only 


the few—or dozens—of individuals who are directly 


responsible for instances of inappropriate and excessive 


force and abuse of inmates.  In this observation the 


Department is right to voice a defense of the thousands of 


dedicated and responsible men and women against the 


infection of a “few bad apples.”  The Department has also 


been right to take immediate actions to address identified 


problems.   


4 


“When you are given the responsibility of 


guarding the public trust it is an awesome 


duty…there is no greater sin for a public 


official (of which we all are) than to violate 


the trust placed in us. There is no such thing 


as being ‘a little corrupt.’” 


 


Then-Assistant Secretary of Institutions George Sapp, 2007 


http://www.dc.state.fl.us/oth/timeline/2007.html 
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Florida Department of Corrections                  


Code of Conduct 


I. I will never forget that I am a public 


official sworn to uphold the Constitutions 


of the United States and the State of 


Florida. 


II. I am a professional committed to the 


public safety, the support and protection 


of my fellow officers, and co-workers, and 


the supervision and care of those in my 


charge. I am prepared to go in harm's way 


in fulfillment of these missions. 


III. As a professional, I am skilled in the 


performance of my duties and governed 


by a code of ethics that demands integrity 


in word and deed, fidelity to the lawful 


orders of those appointed over me, and, 


above all, allegiance to my oath of office 


and the laws that govern our nation. 


IV. I will seek neither personal favor nor 


advantage in the performance of my 


duties. I will treat all with whom I come in 


contact with civility and respect. I will lead 


by example and conduct myself in a 


disciplined manner at all times. 


V. I am proud to selflessly serve my fellow 


citizens as a member of the Florida 


Department of Corrections. 


http://www.fldocjobs.com/index.html 


There is no question that the Department of 


Corrections employs thousands of honorable and 


dedicated correctional professionals across the state.  


However, the infection of even a few results in a 


tyranny of the minority, casting a dark shadow over the 


entirety of the agency.   


The system itself has become complacent to—and 


thereby complicit with—acts of dishonor, cruelty, and 


corruption.  Continuing attempts to isolate and remove 


the acute problems identified in the system still fall 


short of addressing larger issues of organizational 


culture.   


As such, there are opportunities to put in place 


mechanisms that underscore the value of and enormity 


of responsibility presented in the daily work of 


correctional officers in a difficult environment.   


Even under the best of circumstances, the job of a 


correctional officer is personally and professionally 


difficult and potentially dangerous.  The conditions that 


prisoners face are also the conditions that correctional 


officers face—the same institutions that have no air 


conditioning also house the men and women who 


show up to work every day as correctional officers.  


Correctional officers must manage large populations of 


criminally convicted individuals who have been placed 


under the care of the state against their control or will.  


In much the same way that prisons more generally are insular, the window into the 


observable behaviors and characteristics of correctional officers is blurry.  However, 


increasing the application of social science research and performance measurement within 


the Department of Corrections has the potential to improve overall system effectiveness.   


Broadly speaking, the literature in this area is slim in answer to the question, What makes a 
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good correctional officer, beyond difficult to measure, but certainly observable features  


such as maturity, trustworthiness, and respect for the weight of the duty—the very qualities 


embraced in the Department of Corrections’ Code of Code of Conduct. But the reality is, the 


sheer number—more than 15,000—of institutional correctional officers needed to staff 


Florida’s prisons makes answering this task an immense challenge.    


However, on one extreme end of the spectrum—recent research has begun to identify 


patterns in “deviant” behaviors from the field. Identification of the “bad apples” in a system 


as large as the Florida DOC is an imperative, and, as suggested in the research, there are 


mechanisms to reduce the likelihood of occurrence and reoccurrence.29 Many of these 


protections and safeguards are already in place, and, at a minimum would benefit from 


external monitoring and refined data collection.   


Perhaps a better framework to discuss organizational improvements through personnel 


begins instead with a more systemic question: Can we enhance the DOC’s processes to 


attract, hire, retain, and promote the highest caliber of correctional officers across Florida?  


As the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons reported as a key finding in 


2006, “Better safety inside prisons and jails depends on changing the institutional culture, 


which cannot be accomplished without enhancing the corrections profession at all levels.”30 


The areas identified below are options to consider just as the Commission suggested:  to 


underscore the critical importance of providing support for, encouragement to, and 


facilitating the success of Florida’s correctional officers.   


 Minimum education requirement for correctional officers.  Currently the minimal requirement 
for a correctional officer is high school degree, or its equivalent, while probation officers must 
hold a bachelor’s degree.  A criminal justice incentive pay program is already in place to allow for 
up to $130 per month for post-secondary education, career development and advanced 
training.31  To what extent is this being encouraged and utilized, particularly for attaining post-
secondary degrees?  If not, why not?  Are there degrees and educational paths that would 
encourage more pro-social interaction between inmates and correctional officers?   


                                                           
29 See:  Ross, J.I. (2013). Deconstructing Correctional Officer Deviance:  Toward Typologies of Actions and Controls. Criminal Justice Review, 


38(1), 110-126. 
30Gibbons, J. and Katzenbach, N.  Confronting Confinement: A Report of the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons.  2006.  Vera 
Institute of Justice.  Accessed at:  http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/Confronting_Confinement.pdf  
31 Florida Department of Corrections , State of Florida employment Benefits, at: http://fldocjobs.com/benefits/occupations.html 
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 Minimum age for hire.  Currently in Florida, the minimum hiring age for correctional officers is 
19.  Looking at other states, this number varies greatly.  Has Florida examined this hiring 
minimum? Does the state review patterns of misconduct in relation to age and experience?32 


 Selection process.  Is there sufficient screening in place? Just as the science of actuarial risk 
assessment is strong and growing across criminal justice—and in hiring more generally—could 
Florida benefit from more employing additional screening tools?   


 Voluntary early buyout program for correctional officers and leadership based upon age and/or 
length of service.  Prison work life is stressful and a system that is undergoing change may add to 
this stress, and compound prison burnout.  Would an option for employees looking for a change 
in a time of many changes be welcome? 


 Centralized training academy for community supervision and correctional officers to ensure 
consistency and encourage a positive culture.  Prisons are like cities unto themselves and, as 
mentioned throughout this paper, remain very isolated.  Officer training presents opportunity 
more than merely covering a common curriculum.  It is also an opportunity to reinforce a 
common understanding of core values and expectations.  As the training has become increasingly 
fragmented, has the state diluted the potential to encourage a shared thread of culture and 
camaraderie across the agency?  


 Regular transfers of all institutional staff at or above the Captain level as well as civilian staff in 
leadership positions.  Increasing the interaction of leadership across the system may decrease 
the likelihood of inflexibility and isolation.  Fresh leadership may help to build and bridge a more 
consistent positive culture statewide, bringing new ideas and fresh eyes to the historically 
isolated prison system.  Would a process of regular rotation bring benefits? 


 Step pay plan that contains benchmarks in order for each step to be awarded.  Is there a 
sufficient plan in place to recognize the value of, and encourage and reward the stability of 
employees who reflect the ideals of the Department of Corrections’ mission and goals?   


 


Expedite the implementation of performance measurement and 


management.   


Throughout this paper, recommendations underscore the need for 


accountability and measurement across the Florida Department of Corrections. It is difficult 


to evaluate the effectiveness of any system without a robust way of measuring performance.  


For the purpose of this paper, “performance measurement” refers to an ongoing method of 


monitoring/reporting on a program/agency’s progress made toward achieving established 


goals.   


                                                           
32 Cursory research found the following variances in minimum age requirements across the country:  age 18—Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi 
South Dakota; 19—Alabama and Florida; 20—North Carolina; 21—California, Kentucky, Maryland, New York City.  The Federal Bureau of Prisons 
does not have a minimum age requirement, but its educational /and or experiential requirements of a four-year degree or 3 years supervisory 
experience raise the minimum standard.   


5 
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Further, performance measurement provides an understanding of what an agency/program 


is trying to accomplish and a methodical way to benchmark progress.   Performance 


measurement is fundamentally vital to advancing the health of organizations.  Simply, 


without measuring results, success is indistinguishable from failure.  Without understanding 


what success and failure looks like, it is impossible to learn from, to duplicate or eliminate, 


or, as appropriate, to reward.  


This is not to say that the Florida Department of Corrections, or for that matter, the State of 


Florida, does not already collect and report on its data.  That would be untrue.  


The fact is that Florida already collects, and in a variety of capacities and forms, publicly 


reports on literally millions of pieces of data collected in the everyday operation of Florida 


corrections.  However, the collection and sharing of such information may be refined and 


strengthened so as to support agency and state priorities as well as to ensure public 


engagement in and accountability of corrections.   It is a constructive way to bridge the 


accountability gap between the agency, currently under strain and criticism, and the public.   


A quick review, for instance, of the Department’s Performance Dashboard33 illustrates one 


place to review the level at which data is collected and reported.  The implementation of 


such a measurement system is to be commended.  However, it is not clear how the 


information gathered within the department, publicly reported in this capacity, is leveraged 


to achieve agency goals and inform public policy and budget policy decision making more 


broadly.  The Dashboard itself is also incomplete and has remained so for a period of 


monitoring over the past year.  Additionally, it is still not known to what extent were the 


measurements vetted and reviewed beyond the agency.  These observations of this system 


are merely offered as examples of where, perhaps, more public engagement and oversight 


would benefit the DOC and the public more broadly.  


                                                           
33


 Florida Department of Corrections.  Performance Dashboard accessed at: 
http://www.dc.state.fl.us/pub/perfmeas/index.html 
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Going Forward:  Public Trust and Confidence in the Florida Department of Corrections 


Recent research by Professors at Florida State University and Florida Atlantic University examined whether public scandal in 


corrections departments has an impact on the public’s perception of agency effectiveness.  This research leveraged the high 


profile 2006 Florida DOC scandal which led to former Florida DOC Sec. Jimmy Crosby’s 8-year sentence to federal prison.  This 


analysis found that public opinion was not affected by news of the scandal.   


This finding in isolation could be discouraging to someone who has any interest in the effectiveness and societal expectations 


of prisons.  However, the authors made several additional key observations that can inform next steps:   


1) The public more generally (not specific to Florida and to this study) has little confidence in the effectiveness of prisons in 


meeting goals of punishment and rehabilitation. 


2) The public’s lack of responsiveness to this scandal suggests a gap in accountability; that is, if the public does not care what 


happens, then the agency may operate with impunity and with no expectations or consequences for performance and 


behaviors. 


3) The public may know little about prisons, which also suggests a gap in accountability; that is, with little knowledge of what 


should be occurring in prisons, then how would the public know to demand anything else?  


The researchers suggest the following as potential remedies going forward, which support the recommendations of this paper:  


increasing research that improves objective measurement and annual publication of performance trends and public opinion.   


Mancini, C. and Mears, D. (2013). The Effect of Agency Scandal Toward Public Views of the Correctional System. Criminal Justice 


Review, 38(1), 5-28. 


 


This paper will not enumerate the places across the system where an injection of 


performance metrics could advance both more limited agency goals, but additionally 


advance public safety statewide.  


Instead, the recommendation here is to use the opportunity of external oversight, 


particularly found through the creation of a Public Safety Oversight Commission, to advance 


the goals of the Florida Department of Corrections and public safety more broadly through 


the continued development of a robust, standardized system of regularly reported (suggest 


quarterly) performance measures.  
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Conclusion 


Prisons have multiple purposes: punishment, incapacitation, deterrence, and rehabilitation.  


Each of these enumerated goals must be met at some level by the State in meeting and 


sustaining a safe, effective, and balanced justice system. But the decisions on the extent to 


which these goals are met cannot be left to individual correctional officers, or even wardens.   


As detailed in this report, increased attention to our Florida Department of Corrections, 


through external oversight, through public engagement, through enhancing the 


professionalism of correctional officers, and through robust performance measurement can 


bring with it multiple benefits.   


Though culpability must be identified down to the individual level in instances of criminal 


misconduct and abuse, ultimately it is the State of Florida that is responsible for the care of 


prisoners.  


For this to be accomplished, however, mechanisms must be implemented that not only 


enhance the environment for incarcerated individuals, but also for the men and women who 


are employed by the Department of Corrections and its contractors.  Florida must do better 


and must act to promote a system that 


supports rehabilitation through more public 


accountability and is driven by professionalism 


of its correctional team.  It is time for the 


State to develop a methodical, measureable 


and sustained plan to reverse a prison system 


in crisis   


 


 


 


 


“What happens inside jails and prisons 


does not stay inside jails and prisons. It 


comes home with prisoners after they 


are released and with corrections officers 


at the end of each day’s shifts. We must 


create safe and productive conditions of 


confinement not only because it is the 


right thing to do, but because it 


influences the safety, health, and 


prosperity of us all.” 


Vera Institute of Justice 
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		Recommended Structure/Authority/and Duties for the Public Safety Oversight Commission:

		 Structure:

		 Independence from corrections/juvenile justice;

		 Composed of appointed commissioners; and

		 Professionally staffed, with leadership appointed for a fixed term, subject to legislative confirmation, and subject to removal for just cause.

		 Authority to:

		 inspect all correctional facilities, public or private, juvenile and adult, announced or unannounced;
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		 convene public hearings, issue subpoenas, and take sworn testimony.

		 Duties to include:

		 Ongoing monitoring of all Florida correctional facilities;

		 Development and ongoing reporting of public safety performance measures;

		 Review of and comment on legislative budget proposals;

		 Review of and comment on proposed legislation;

		 Publication of an annual report;

		 Publication of annual surveys, benchmarking improvement from key stakeholder groups:  victims, volunteers, correctional officers, correctional health care professionals, and inmates.

		 Development of recommendations for system improvement.

		Unlink the Secretary of the Florida Department of Corrections’ term from the Governor's term of office.

		Among many important duties, the Governor of the State of Florida has the authority to appoint executive agency heads.  As is customary during gubernatorial transitions, the Governor sets the tone of administrative priorities by putting his or her own...

		However, public safety is a governmental imperative which rises above the fluctuations of politics and demands consistency and strong leadership. The Department of Corrections is an agency crying out for stability, consistent leadership and specialize...

		The current crisis at the DOC has not occurred overnight, nor will it be remedied overnight.  Even more, there have been six Secretaries appointed to the Department of Corrections over a period of eight years.   It is a disservice to the public and to...

		Florida should consider appointment of the Secretary of Corrections for a five-year term, a term long enough to weather the possibilities of transition disruptions, with reappointment subject to performance and merit and removal subject to performance...

		This longer-term process would assure appointment would be focused on long-term goals of agency performance while prioritizing the vitally important business of ensuring the safety of Floridians, both behind and outside of prison walls.

		It must be acknowledged that the soft concept of “culture”—which is the embodiment of the values, behaviors, and beliefs of an organization—is often cited as a major hurdle in organizational reform, but even more acutely so in prisons with their behin...

		 Minimum education requirement for correctional officers.  Currently the minimal requirement for a correctional officer is high school degree, or its equivalent, while probation officers must hold a bachelor’s degree.  A criminal justice incentive pa...

		 Minimum age for hire.  Currently in Florida, the minimum hiring age for correctional officers is 19.  Looking at other states, this number varies greatly.  Has Florida examined this hiring minimum? Does the state review patterns of misconduct in rel...

		 Selection process.  Is there sufficient screening in place? Just as the science of actuarial risk assessment is strong and growing across criminal justice—and in hiring more generally—could Florida benefit from more employing additional screening to...
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		 Centralized training academy for community supervision and correctional officers to ensure consistency and encourage a positive culture.  Prisons are like cities unto themselves and, as mentioned throughout this paper, remain very isolated.  Officer...
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Operating Cornerstones  


1. Fidelity to data; 


2. Transparency of finances; and 


3. Mutual Accountability between partners and the public. 


 


Principles for Criminal and Juvenile Justice Reform 


 Public safety is paramount; 


 Criminal justice systems and participants must be fully accountable; 


 Crime victimization must be reduced; 


 Children in the justice system should be treated differently than adults;  


 Justice includes, along with the traditional concepts of punishment and retribution, the concepts of restorative 


justice, redemption, education, rehabilitation, and reintegration; 


 Rehabilitation of offenders is essential to family stability, community vitality, and economic growth; 


 Criminal justice systems must seek ways to incentivize good behavior across all participants; and 


 Success in criminal justice is measurable. 


 


 


Introduction 
 
The U.S. criminal justice system is broken and, among states, Florida is a major contributor to our 
national failure.   
 
There is a stark statistic that is driving a national criminal justice reform movement:  the United States 
reflects five percent of the world’s population, but houses 25 percent of the world’s prisoners.  For 
Americans, overachievement in incarceration is not a source of pride; rather, mass incarceration has fast 
become an unconscionable national crisis that is compelling dramatic changes across the country.   
 
For far too long, the United States did not examine our criminal justice policies with the same scrutiny that 
we examine policies in other areas, particularly with an eye toward societal outcomes and cost-
effectiveness.  With the impetus of a crime wave many years ago, beginning in the 1960s, our criminal 
justice policies turned from rehabilitation to incapacitation.  This in turn led to decades of explosive prison 
growth, which we have only begun to address systemically over the past decade. Florida is a microcosm 
of this national experience, though we are losing ground where other states are gaining.   
 


 
Florida Background  
 
Crime has been going down nationally, including serious crime, for the past two decades—and thankfully 
Florida mirrors this trend and the state’s crime rates are at a 43-year low.  But, unlike other states, 
particularly other southern conservative peer states like Texas and Georgia, Florida is on a path that 
includes growing its prison population, reopening prisons, and increasing the budget without a concerted 
reinvestment strategy in place to shift the current paradigm.  While states such as Texas proudly boast 
prison closures and a declining prison population, Florida is now expanding prisons and expects a 
projected increase of nearly six percent over the next five years.   
 







Florida, like many states, went on a prison-building binge between 1980 and 2010, increasing its prison 
population by five times during this period, while the overall general population growth merely 
doubled.  During this period, the state went from an inmate population of just under 20,000 ($169 million 
budget for the Department of Corrections) in 1980 to 102,000 in 2010 ($2.4 billion) as policies such as the 
elimination of parole and general gain-time, the increased use of mandatory minimums, and the 
implementation of an 85% rule (ensuring all who are sentenced to state prison serve 85% of their full 
sentence) drove increases in the rate of incarceration.   
 
For a short time, including the very beginning of Florida Governor Rick Scott’s Administration, and even 
earlier (with legislation passed in 2008 to create a bi-partisan, multi-stakeholder review commission that 
for political reasons was never seated), it appeared that Florida was positioned to join other states that 
were having success in reengineering their criminal justice systems.  In fairness, Florida has had some 
success, including major changes to our juvenile justice policies and the development of innovations as 
promising as faith-and character-based prisons.  But we have much room for improvement and a lack of 
oversight and accountability mechanisms seem to fundamentally stall systemic reforms.   
 
We continue to make advances.  For example, recent passage of a bill that will increase the weight 
threshold for certain drug trafficking offenses signals an important turn toward recognition of the 
difference between those who are drug users versus those who are drug traffickers.   However important, 
particularly symbolically, it is an incomplete picture in isolation.  (For instance, while we are potentially 
keeping these offenders out of prison, what corresponding change is occurring at the local level, with 
what resources, to ensure a robust system of accountability and treatment for drug offenders?) 
 
The 2014-2015 budget also reflects this same story line, a lack of holistic review and systemic 
accountability, leading to growing taxpayer and societal costs.   
 
While Florida was previously reducing the number of prisoners in the system, closing empty beds and 
prisons, and celebrating reductions in recidivism and looking at several years of relatively stable 
population, we are now looking at projections that show a growth of over the next five years, with 
corresponding increases in the cost of housing more than 102,000 people.  We believe we must 
continually analyze, measure, and understand the system in order to advance public safety.   
 


 
PAJ Work  
 
The scope of the work of the Project for Accountable Justice is reflected through a three-point model of 
evidence-based interventions, with continual feedback and systemic improvement through measurement, 
data, and research.  
 


1. Narrow the pipeline of inputs into the system through early interventions (inclusive of juvenile 


justice reforms, pretrial intervention). 


 


2. Refine the rehabilitative approaches within the system (researching, demanding, and, as 


appropriate, expanding evidence-based decision making for programming). 


 
3. Limit the high rates of return to the system (examining recidivism, barriers to re-entry, and 


enhancing community supports, employment opportunities, and reducing victimization).   


The Project for Accountable Justice asserts that each of these three key transitional points of the system 
can be platforms for data-driven approaches designed to ensure individuals resist or desist from crime 
and adopt pro-social behavior and productive lives.  These points serve as the focus for all research and 
public education activities.    
 


 


 
 







R e s e a r c h / A c t i v i t i e s  
2 0 1 4 - 2 0 1 5  


 
 


The following represents the suggested core research and activities of the Project on Accountable Justice 
for the following 12 months.   
 
 
1) Governance/Citizen Oversight and Accountability Reform: 
  


“Imagine a $2.7 Billion* corporation running 
without the oversight of a board of directors.” 


 
The Florida Department of Corrections (DOC) has been under increasing scrutiny over the past months 
as the Miami Herald began probing the unresolved story of the death of Darren Rainey, an inmate at the 
Dade Correctional Institution, who was scalded to death in a shower at the Dade Correctional Institution.  
This story has become a series of stories, unleashing a series of allegations of wrongdoing within and 
across the DOC.  Of note, several Department investigators have come forward and filed a federal 
whistleblowers lawsuit alleging they were denied protection for doing their jobs.  The DOC has responded 
in several ways, notably by acknowledging the problems.  As stories continue, it is an opportune moment 
to provide constructive recommendations for improving questions of oversight, transparency, and 
accountability.   We have provided these in an attached report.  We have also attached a sampling of 
media response to the report.  
 
 
Proposed Activities:   
 
Publication:  Recommendations to Improve Transparency, Accountability, and Oversight of Florida 
Prisons 
 
Suggested Forum:  Exploring Ways to Increase Transparency, Oversight and Accountability of Prisons 
(mirroring the categories of the paper: external oversight mechanisms, performance data, advancing 
practices, etc.) 
 
 
2) Systemic Juvenile Justice Reform 
 
The Florida Juvenile Justice Reform Coalition, first created through the leadership of FSU-PAJ, provides 
leadership in the promotion of state and local juvenile justice system improvements in order to reduce 
delinquency and crime, advance public safety, and ensure taxpayer resources spent on such efforts 
continue to produce positive outcomes for justice-involved youth across Florida. The coalition now 
includes Children’s Campaign, FSU-PAJ, Human Rights Watch, James Madison Institute, Southern 
Poverty Law Center, Texas Public Policy Foundation, and Voices for Florida.   
 
Coalition efforts over 2013-2014 were largely focused on the revision of Chapter 985, the Florida juvenile 
justice chapter, Florida Statutes. This was a targeted, once-in-many-years opportunity that has now 
concluded.  The efforts, which were largely positive, codified policies and practices that the state had 
been integrating in its large-scale movement to reform juvenile justice. The exercise was conservative, 
however it continues to move the state forward, and, as identified by the coalition, there remain significant 
opportunities to advance juvenile justice in Florida.  Therefore, the coalition has taken steps since the 
conclusion of the 2014 Legislative Session in May 2014 to identify areas that are politically feasible and 
ripe for additional reforms.   
 
Among the coalition partners, two organizations serve as co-leaders:  FSU-PAJ and JMI.  JMI serves as 
the public voice of the coalition and the administrative hub of activity.  FSU-PAJ’s distinct role in the 
coalition is to provide research support and independent, public policy analysis and recommendations in 
furthering the coalition goals.   







 
Proposed Activities:   
 
Coalition Leadership:  PAJ will continue to serve as co-coordinating entity and will continue its role in 
Coalition work with James Madison Institute, Children’s Campaign, Southern Poverty Law Center, Voices 
for Florida, Texas Public Policy Center (Right on Crime) and new addition, Human Rights Watch.  The 
coalition has been working since the close of the 2014 Session to identify opportunities that will continue 
to advance public safety and ensure appropriate accountability and interventions for children caught in 
the system.  
 
Publications:  Several publications are under consideration: 1) a basic primer illustrating different paths a 
justice-involved child can take; 2) an infographic on direct file practices in Florida; 3) a specific 
recommendation to inject performance incentive funding to bolster community-level services and 
sanctions; and 4) national scorecard ranking local juvenile civil citation programs.   
 
Suggested Forum:  Kids are Different II:  Youth in the Justice System 
 
 
3)  Local Juvenile Justice Reform/Hillsborough County 
 
The Hillsborough County Commission has recently approved a proposal FSU Project on Accountable 
Justice submitted (at the invitation of County Commissioner Beckner) to provide non-biased, research-
informed facilitation services to Hillsborough County in order to advance public safety and youth 
outcomes through the improvement of civil citation.  The purpose of this engagement is to present a set of 
prioritized consensus goals that will forge a path forward for the community in ensuring civil citation is 
meeting the promise of its intended role in a coordinated, cost-effective juvenile justice system.   
 
Proposed Activities:   
 
PAJ will deliver a set of recommendations to the County Commission by January 31, 2015.   
 
 
4) Aging and Elderly Inmate Population 
 
A preliminary paper is complete and awaiting publication in partnership with the FSU Claude Pepper 
Institute to examine the implications of and being to explore policy alternatives to handle Florida’s growing 
aging and elderly inmate population.   
 
Florida prisons are on a steady trajectory toward becoming the world’s largest nursing homes, holding 
thousands of aging and infirm prisoners—a destination never intended.  Numerous requests for raw data 
were made for a period of more than a year to the FDOC in order to examine Florida’s state prison 
population more fully, including detailed historical demographic, medical, and offense information. These 
data are still being sought.  In the absence of this information, it is difficult to estimate the potential effect, 
cost savings, and the efficacy of different policy and administrative recommendations with 
specificity.  Preliminary attention to the issue will raise additional questions for further attention.   
 
Over the past decades, the world of criminal justice has recognized the limitations and failings of mass 
incarceration, incorporated new and better tools for alternatives to incarceration, and embraced more 
data-driven reviews in policy development.  Steps must be developed beyond the walls of the Department 
of Corrections and should be multi-pronged, fully vetted, and inclusive.  A state conversation about justice 
reinvestment should take place (similar to what dozens of states have undertaken in recent years). 
Incorporating a formalized, bi-partisan, multi-stakeholder systemic review of sentencing, parole policies 
and guidelines, actuarial risk assessment utility, community supervision capacity, and service gaps will 
serve to benefit Florida’s future. 
 
 
 
 







5) Dynamic Measurement of Offender Rehabilitation 
 
PAJ continues to work on a grant by the Diehl Family Foundation to provide an independent third party 


evaluation of a unique assessment platform for ex-offenders entering the mainstream labor force and 


deploying it to the private sector. The Personal Achievement Score (PAS) measures an offender’s level of 


rehabilitation in real time during their stay in prison—or any place in the criminal justice system, such as 


drug courts—to provide a metric for assessing their readiness to re-enter the labor force and thus 


reintegrate into mainstream society. The reports which are generated by the system are able to pinpoint 


the dynamic personality factors that indicate whether an offender’s motivation and potential for behavioral 


change align with successful reintegration into the community. Criminal justice stakeholders are 


beginning to buy into and master the use of risk assessment to refine the decision making process to 


ensure attention to public safety risk in making resource decisions, particularly in pretrial detention and 


release decisions.  The next wave will begin to refine and measure the impact of rehabilitation strategies.  


The PAS can become a key to not only measuring current offender rehabilitation but also delineating 


ways to improve systemic rehabilitation outcomes on a broader level and scale—and targeting precious 


resources to greatest gains.   


6) Other Potential Projects 
 
The following additional projects are also ripe for PAJ, given available resources, but may be longer term, 
possibly multi-year.   
  


 Drug Policy/updating/revising Dean Rasmussen’s previous work 
 


 Update of 2011 Review of Criminal Justice Data, matching FDLE/DOC data to provide a thorough 
picture of DOC population and trends 
 


 Faith-Based “Right on Crime” Model 
 


 Measures for Justice/Index of Local County Courthouse Data 


 


 


 


 


 


For more information, please visit our website at:  iog.fsu.edu/paj/ 
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Editorial: State DOC desperately needs oversight, reform
Posted: 6:12 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 18, 2014
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Michael Crews may have the toughest job in state government. He’s the secretary of the beleaguered Florida Department of Corrections, its sixth secretary in eight years.
 They don’t seem to last long in the job.

But Crews is obviously trying. He has taken a reformer’s hand to a dysfunctional and insular agency, firing staff, demanding accountability from contractors and calling
 in auditors in the wake of news reports of horrific abuse and a spike in inmate deaths.

·         How to stop horrible prison deaths? Group urges Florida enact reform
·         Privatizing prison health care leaves inmates in pain, sometimes dying
·         PRIVATE PRISONS: Profit, Politics & Pain

Clearly, though, the mess at DOC is bigger than one reformer’s best intentions can fix. It’s time for action and attention from Gov. Rick Scott and the Florida
 Legislature.

When mentally ill inmates are boiled alive in a jury-rigged “punishment” shower for smearing feces in their cell; when inmates with cancer are punished with solitary
 confinement for complaining of pain; when the state locks up more residents, per capita, than Cuba? Something is deeply, profoundly wrong.

As The Post’s Pat Beall reported on Monday, a policy research group at Florida State University is calling on the state to seize the moment. The same push for quality,
 accountability, professionalism and best practices that has been applied to schools, hospitals and other institutions is long overdue in the state’s prisons, argues the FSU
 Project on Accountable Justice. After all, this is a state agency that costs taxpayers $2.3 billion a year.

Former state Republican Party Chairman Allison DeFoor heads the project.

“The problem is not a lack of good people. It’s the structure,” DeFoor said. “The design of this system dates back to a time when Florida was the smallest, poorest state
 in the country … This is the last area of government that has had no accountability.”

The group’s most important recommendation may be to create a supervisory board with real oversight powers, one that can inspect, unannounced, every corner and
 closet of the state’s prison system.

It’s a tall order. But with 101,000 inmates, employing 15,000 people — one in seven of all state employees — the agency requires closer oversight.

“If ‘Florida Corrections’ were a county, it would be roughly the same population as Alachua County, and home to more people than 44 of the state’s 67 counties,” the
 report notes.

Equally important, the group calls for reforming the hiring, training and evaluation of guards. Should guards be allowed to serve out their entire career at a single
 institution, or should they be rotated and moved among multiple institutions, and required to continually educate and train? Is it appropriate for 19-year-olds to serve as
 guards, when other states limit hiring to those 21 and older? Could a centralized training academy bring common standards and expectations to the job?

Calls for reform of the Department of Corrections are not new. When Gov. Rick Scott came to office in early 2011, his transition team warned him that the agency was
 calcified from within.

“It is lacking leadership, vision and courage. Its organizational structure currently is confusing, diminishes accountability and is not cost-effective,” the group wrote. “We
 found that a pattern of promoting from within has created an entrenched culture resistant to creativity and innovation.”

But under Scott’s administration, moves to fix prisons so far have focused on privatizing government functions with cost-cutting contracts. But cutting spending without
 imposing real oversight, without reforming sentencing guidelines and diverting nonviolent and mentally ill offenders? It has simply led to cruelty, as The Post’s Beall
 has uncovered.

Eventually, nine of every 10 inmates in Florida prisons will return to the community, carrying with them the lessons learned while behind bars. For the safety of all,
 Florida must do better.
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Amid turmoil, Florida prisons boss exits

BY JULIE K. BROWN AND STEVE BOUSQUET
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Michael Crews stood in front of news reporters on July 10, 2014, fielding questions about allegations that corrections officers had tortured and
 killed a 50-year-old Miami-Dade inmate by forcing him to endure two hours in a scalding shower closet specially rigged to inflict pain.

It was Crews’ first visit to Dade Correctional Institution, just south of Homestead. That morning, amid some fanfare, he announced a crusade to
 restore the integrity of the agency, then facing a firestorm over abusive corrections officers, suspicious deaths and cut-rate private healthcare
 contractors.

But as Crews announced the suspension of the prison’s warden and pledged to eliminate the “few bad apples” in the department, he was
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 quietly facing yet another crisis. In that same compound, that same morning, an inmate died while sprawled on the floor of the prison’s
 infirmary. For six hours, he had begged for medical attention as he complained about numbness in his arms and legs.

The embattled secretary, appointed by Gov. Rick Scott two years ago, announced Monday that he is stepping down as head of the Florida
 Department of Corrections, effective Nov. 30. His retirement comes after months of media scrutiny over prison corruption and the failure of
 Crews’ top law enforcement officer, Inspector General Jeffery Beasley, to investigate and prosecute wrongdoing in the prison system.

Related

Florida prison boss fires 32 over inmate deaths

Deadly abuse in Florida’s prisons: A Miami Herald investigation

Florida prison boss orders use-of-force audit

Group calls for overhaul of Florida prisons

Timeline: A year of turmoil in Florida prisons

Deposed warden says Dade Correctional was a dysfunctional mess

That day at Dade Correctional four months ago underscored the limits of Crews’ power, despite being in charge of the state’s largest agency. It
 would be almost another 24 hours, Crews later said, before he was fully briefed on the circumstances surrounding the death of inmate Michael
 Branham, a former cop convicted in 2005 of murdering his wife, a Highlands County attorney.

Branham, records show, had collapsed about 5 p.m. the evening before. Sources at the prison told the Miami Herald that prison staff, as well
 as the nurses and doctors, refused to lift the 394-pound inmate from the floor, telling him to get his “fat ass up,” and accusing him of faking
 pain as he cried on the floor. Miami-Dade Fire Department records show paramedics were not summoned until 5:54 a.m. the following
 morning. By then, Branham was dead.

In the weeks that followed that death, Crews ousted Dade Correctional’s warden, terminated dozens of corrections officers system-wide for
 excessive force, launched a public inmate mortality online database and ordered an independent audit of the department’s soaring use-of-
force rate.

He created an ombudsman to monitor how the agency cares for inmates with mental illnesses, and issued an ultimatum to prison healthcare
 provider Corizon that it must rectify serious deficiencies in its medical care if it wanted to be paid.

Despite his efforts, Crews could not get a handle on the agency’s corruption, which has included corrections officers shaking down prisoners
 and smuggling in contraband.

In recent months, it came to light that Dade Correctional Institution has been so under-staffed that corrections officers, some of them not
 certified, had routinely lost count of prisoners. In one such security breach last month, prison officials didn’t realize that a convict had escaped
 until at least four hours after he went missing. He was captured two days later in Palm Beach County.

That same month, 36-year-old Latandra Ellington was found dead at Lowell Correctional Institution in Ocala — just 10 days after she wrote a
 disturbing letter to her aunt claiming that a corrections officer had threatened to kill her. An autopsy commissioned by her family showed she
 died of blunt-force trauma consistent with being beaten. The death is under investigation by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement. Days
 after her death, another Lowell inmate, Michelle Tierney, 48, died, with her family claiming that she had been ill for weeks and that doctors at
 the prison refused to treat her or send her to the hospital.

When she finally arrived at the hospital, Tierney was in septic shock, her feet were blue, she had a fever and she was suffering from
 pneumonia, according to her family. She died a short time later.

Crews, the sixth prisons chief in the past eight years, started his 30-year career as a corrections officer, then spent more than two decades with
 FDLE, serving in various capacities, including as chief of the department’s professionalism program.

In an interview Monday, Crews said “there wasn’t any one incident” that prompted his departure. But he cited a persistent budget deficit, which
 despite multiple rounds of cost-cutting measures, remains at $25 million.

“It’s hard to be the progressive agency you want to be when you’re constantly battling budget issues,” Crews said.

The union representing corrections officers said Crews, with his law enforcement background, undoubtedly was frustrated with not receiving the
 support and resources to fully staff and maintain prison facilities.
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“This lack of realistic funding and the gradual deterioration of the departmental staff are at the core of the problem,” said Bill Curtis, spokesman
 for Teamsters Local 2011, which represents the system’s 21,000 corrections officers.

Sen. Greg Evers, R-Baker, who chaired the Senate Criminal Justice Committee for the past two years, suggested Crews fell out of favor with
 the governor’s office by insisting on money in his next budget for an across-the-board pay raise for correctional officers.

“He was pushing for it and I was pushing for it and that could have been part of the problem,” said Evers, whose Panhandle district has more
 prisons than any other in the state.

Crews, 53, denies there was friction with Scott, who on Monday praised him for working “hard to make Florida communities safer.” Deputy
 Secretary Tim Cannon, who has been with the department for two decades, was appointed interim secretary.

Crews cited stress, combined with the recent death of his mother, in explaining his decision to bow out. He said he has accepted a position as
 vice president of a Tallahassee-based risk management institute for self-insured sheriffs through the Florida Sheriffs Association.

Crews faced mounting pressure starting in May, after the Herald began an investigation into inmate deaths, starting with a 50-year-old Darren
 Rainey, who was serving two years for a drug crime. He died when officers supervising the mental health unit at Dade Correctional forced him
 into a scalding shower, allegedly as punishment for defecating on the floor of his cell and refusing to clean it.

The Herald then examined the case of Randall Jordan-Aparo, a 27-year-old career thief who died in 2010 after he was repeatedly gassed at
 Franklin Correctional Institution in Florida’s Panhandle. Four investigators with the department’s inspector general’s office subsequently filed a
 whistle-blower lawsuit against Beasley and Scott’s chief inspector general, Linda Miguel, claiming Beasley tried to thwart their efforts to expose
 and punish the officers.

Florida’s prison system is the nation’s third largest, with more than 100,000 inmates and the second largest Death Row of any state.

Sen. Rob Bradley, R-Fleming Island, a former prosecutor who chairs the Senate budget subcommittee overseeing prisons, said Scott should
 hire an outsider as the new secretary.

“I think there’s a lot of work still to be done to change the culture of that department,” Bradley said, “and the only way to effectively change the
 culture is to bring in someone who has not grown up in the culture.”

Read more here: http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/article4122143.html#storylink=cpy

 

 

 

Prison abuse scandal fallout: Governor’s prisons chief resigns
Posted: 6:16 p.m. Monday, Nov. 24, 2014
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By Pat Beall - Palm Beach Post Staff Writer



In a back-to-back moves, Florida Department of Corrections Secretary Mike Crews and Gov. Rick Scott’s deputy chief of staff in charge of prisons, Geoffrey
 Becker, have resigned.

A spokesman for Scott said Becker’s resignation had been informally announced last week, and was unrelated either to DOC’s turmoil or Crews’ retirement,
 announced Monday.

The twin departures come as DOC is rocked by revelations of rising inmate mortality rates — including two prisoners treated with Tylenol and ibuprofen for
 fatal cancers — and unsolved inmate deaths; among them, the 2012 scalding death of a mentally ill South Florida prisoner and the 2010 gassing death of
 another inmate.

Crews has been on the job a little less than two years. Becker has been in his post about 18 months.

Both resignations take effect Nov. 30.

In accepting Crews’ resignation, Gov. Scott wrote only that, “Secretary Crews has worked hard to make Florida communities safer, and we appreciate his
 service to the state.”

It marks the seventh time in eight years a Florida DOC secretary has either quit or been replaced; the third since Scott took office.
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“Mike Crews is a good man,” said Allison DeFoor, chairman of Florida State University’s Project on Accountable Justice, a nonpartisan policy research group
 that last week called for DOC to be rebuilt from the ground up.

“The last seven secretaries were good people,” DeFoor said. “That’s not the problem. This thing is structurally broken.”

Noting that the prison agency has been in daily triage for the past few months as stories of abuse continue to surface, the PAJ report concluded that, “The
 system itself has become complacent to — and thereby complicit with — acts of dishonor, cruelty, and corruption.”

In late September, following weeks of questions from The Palm Beach Post about inmate medical treatment and rising inmate deaths, Crews notified inmate
 health care provider Corizon Inc. that its $1 billion contract was in jeopardy and demanded improved care.

In the case of the fatally scalded mentally ill inmate, first reported by The Miami Herald, DOC agreed to allow the Florida Department of Law Enforcement to
 take the investigative lead in examining serious inmate injuries and unattended deaths. The agency’s inspector general reopened an investigation into the
 death.

And data on more than a decade of inmate fatalities also has been published online by DOC, though not before both The Post and The Herald pushed for
 disclosure.

Even with Crews’ commitment to revamping policies, political headwinds have continued to build. Earlier this month, The Post found that DOC had awarded
 Corizon’s $1 billion contract even though the company failed to disclose mandated information about incidents related to dangerously deficient care and
 inmate deaths.

At Suwannee Correctional Institution, an inmate-led riot injured five prison guards in October. And a group of corrections investigators who work for Scott’s
 inspector general filed a lawsuit against Crews, Scott and others earlier this year, alleging they were retaliated against after investigating the 2010 death of
 inmate Randall Jordan-Aparo.

The inmate died in solitary confinement after being repeatedly gassed with noxious chemicals. Several guards involved in Jordan-Aparo’s death have since
 been fired.

Becker’s job responsibilities extended beyond prisons, but as deputy chief of staff overseeing corrections, he was Scott’s point man on the agency’s rash of
 well-publicized troubles. In his letter of resignation, Becker cites among his accomplishments improving “the safety of our correctional system.”

Crews was the third DOC chief to serve under Scott. Scott’s first prison chief, Ed Buss, was forced to step down when he clashed with the governor’s office
 over contracts and a massive prison privatization effort favored by Scott.

Buss was replaced by Ken Tucker, a longtime FDLE official and one of Crews’s mentors. Tucker stepped down two years ago as part of a plan to participate in
 the state’s retirement program.

DOC Deputy Secretary Tim Cannon takes the reins as interim secretary effective Nov. 30. Cannon was previously assistant secretary of institutions for DOC,
 and prior to that, served as warden at Hardee Correctional Institution and Reception Medical Center.

Reporting by Florida News Service’s Dara Kam contributed to this story.

What The Post found

• Within three months of privatizing prison health care, inmate deaths hit a 10-year high.

• Two inmates with fatal cancers were treated with Tylenol and ibuprofen.

• The number of inmates being sent to outside hospitals dropped sharply.

• The state awarded a $1 billion prison health care contract to Corizon even though it did not reveal required information about past problems.
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